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Executive summary 
In September 2015, the Scottish Government commissioned a 10 month study to 
better understand forced marriage in Scotland. This is the first forced marriage 
study that focuses exclusively on Scotland. The study had three research 
questions:  
 
x What is the level and profile of service use relating to forced marriage in 
Scotland? 
x How are services responding to forced marriage in Scotland? 
x What is the impact of the interventions for forced marriage in Scotland? 
Methods 
The study focussed on six areas: Aberdeen, Dundee, East Renfrewshire, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow and Highland. An analysis of forced marriage policy in each of 
the six case study areas was undertaken, together with interviews with Protection 
Leads. One-to-one semi-structured interviews were carried out with a range of 
professionals including police officers, social workers, legal professionals and staff 
IURP:RPHQ¶V$LGRUJDQLVDWLRQVDQGRWKHUthird sector organisations. Eight in-
depth interviews were also conducted with survivors1 of forced marriage. 
Additionally, a survey was distributed to 293 organisations ± schools and ZRPHQ¶V
organisations in the six study areas, and :RPHQ¶V$LG, minority ethnic and other 
support organisations throughout Scotland. 
Key findings and recommendations 
Level and profile of service use 
Between 2011 and 2014, there were 191 cases2 of forced marriage reported by 
survey respondents, with a fairly even spread across the years. Cases tended to 
involve young, female South Asian victims being threatened or coerced into 
marriage largely by their parents and extended families. Age and ethnicity were 
unknown for around a quarter and a fifth of cases respectively, indicating that better 
recording of cases is necessary. Of the cases where age was known, the majority 
of victims were aged 18-25, with under 18s representing around a quarter of cases 
and under 16s around 1 in 10 of cases. Victims were mainly from Pakistani 
backgrounds (more than half of cases where ethnicity was known), followed by 
µRWKHUHWKQLFLW\¶Indian and Black African. Just over a half of referrals  came to the 
attention of services through referral from other organisations, with under a third  
self-referrals and the remainder referred by friends or family. 
The interviews with the eight survivors of forced marriage echo the survey findings. 
The age range of when the forced marriage occurred was from 14-25. For five of 
                                         
1
 7KHWHUPVµVXUYLYRUV¶µYLFWLPV¶DQGµZRPHQH[SHULHQFLQJIRUFHGPDUULDJH¶DUHXVHG
interchangeably in this report 
2
 $µcase¶ is a threat of, or actual occurrence of, a forced marriage that has come to the attention of 
one of the 293 organisations surveyed 
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the eight survivors the forced marriage was contracted with one survivor being 
forced into marriage twice. For two of the eight women, the experience of forced 
marriage was recent or ongoing (within the last two years). All the survivors 
interviewed were South Asian. All the women received help only when they came to 
Scotland ± whether from abroad or another of the UK nations. 
Responding to forced marriage in Scotland 
Of the professionals interviewed, the majority had little direct experience of dealing 
with forced marriage but showed a sound understanding of forced marriage. 
However, those with direct experience of supporting victims of forced marriage had 
a deeper and more insightful understanding of forced marriage as a process rather 
WKDQDQµHYHQW¶This was reflected at a policy level where there were differing levels 
of ownership and maturity of forced marriage policy, and where learning from 
forced marriage cases was identified as a means of improving responsiveness. 
Most professionals were aware that forced marriage took place in a range of 
communities, but it was seen as largely affecting South Asian communities in 
Scotland. This perception was confirmed by the survey findings, which found that 
the majority of cases where ethnicity was recorded related to South Asian 
communities. In both the policy analysis element of the study and in interviews with 
professionals, participants drew heavily from the Scottish Government¶V multi-
agency guidance on forced marriage. 
A wide range of interventions are currently offered to support victims of forced 
marriage, most commonly one-to-one support, central to which is risk assessment 
and safety planning. Person-centred approaches were often used, and the need for 
therapeutic and practical support was also highlighted. Two third sector agencies 
interviewed offered mediation (and they were of the opinion that this was an 
effective intervention), despite the fact that Scottish multi-agency guidance 
stipulates that mediation should not be attempted in forced marriage cases. In 
terms of the outcome of support offered, nearly half of survey respondents reported 
that support offered was effective, but a further third were unsure whether the 
support offered was effective. 
Reported barrieUVWRUHVSRQGLQJWRIRUFHGPDUULDJHLQFOXGHGµUDFHDQ[LHW\¶a need 
for more robust local authority procedures for supporting adult victims of forced 
marriage who have capacity (i.e. who do not meet the criteria to trigger access to 
adult protection); a need for further regular training for professionals; and a need for 
increased community education/public awareness on forced marriage. Multi-agency 
working was discussed both as very positive but also as a barrier ± due to 
competing priorities and processes, with some agencies having more power than 
others to intervene and not always utilising the expertise available via specialists. A 
lack of training and learning opportunities on forced marriage was also identified as 
a barrier to responding effectively to forced marriage, despite forced marriage 
training being widely available. The survey results, policy analysis in some areas 
and interviews with some professionals suggest that a number of agencies and 
areas do not consider forced marriage a relevant issue for their organisation. This 
indicates that even with the provision of increased training on forced marriage, it 
might be challenging to recruit professionals to attend. 
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Community education was thought to be a way to raise awareness within 
communities to increase reporting, but this intervention can also serve as a 
preventive measure. Targeted interventions for different sections of communities 
e.g. young people and elders would need to be developed. Although there was 
wide publicity about the forced marriage legislation, a lack of public awareness of 
forced marriage was also cited as a major barrier to increasing reporting and 
providing support for victims. This links with survivorV¶ accounts that they sought 
help from family and friends and feared contacting agencies due to perceived 
confidentiality issues, family pressure, uncertainty about the appropriateness of 
response, and uncertainty about whether what had or was happening to them 
warranted agency involvement. 
There are examples of good practice at both a policy and practice level, including 
meaningful connections between child and adult protection leads and violence 
against women leads in some areas, proactive learning, person-centred support 
and in-depth expertise on forced marriage. Survivors reported that they had 
received excellent support from third sector organisations, but their accounts of 
other agencies were more mixed. 
Impact of interventions 
There was widespread support for civil remedies for dealing with Forced Marriage, 
from professionals interviewed and survivors of forced marriage. A number of 
issues were identified with regard to the implementation of civil remedies, relating 
to: 
x a lack of consensus about what constitutes µVXIILFLHQW¶HYLGHQFHWRMXVWLI\
granting a Forced Marriage Protection Order 
x the onus of responsibility being placed on the victim, particularly where the 
victim is an adult who does not meet the criteria for accessing adult protection 
x confidentiality of the victim not always being maintained 
In relation to criminalisation, most professionals interviewed thought it sent a strong 
message to the public that forced marriage was unacceptable in Scotland. 
However, a number of professionals (including some who supported 
criminalisation) also raised concerns about the potential for forced marriage to µgo 
underground¶, as victims would not wish to criminalise their families. It is too early to 
say whether this concern is justified. All survivors welcomed legal protection, but 
most were not supportive of criminalisation. However, one survivor who had 
pursued an FMPO stated that criminal procedures should be used, but only as a 
last resort. 
The impact of forced marriage on survivors of forced marriage included suicidal 
ideation, self-harm, eating disorders and other mental health problems. Survivors 
were frequently denied educational opportunities, impacting on their future careers 
and earning capacity. On a more positive note, survivors¶ experiences of forced 
marriage had engendered within them more liberal attitudes to parenting than those 
that they had experienced from their own parents. Survivors¶ experiences of 
statutory service response, including recent responses in Scotland, although 
positive in places, was patchy. However, it should be noted that some of the 
women were reflecting on historic cases stretching back a couple of decades and, 
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at times, referring to experiences that happened outside Scotland. Most of the 
women had had some contact with third seFWRUVSHFLDOLVWZRPHQ¶VVXSSRUW
organisations, and all reported this as an extremely positive experience, although it 
should be noted that most survivors were recruited through their engagement with 
WKHZRPHQ¶VVHFWRU. For some of the women, this was the first time they had told 
their story; for all of them it was the first time they had received support. 
Recommendations 
1. Develop an innovative programme of further public/community awareness-raising 
activity, to prevent forced marriage and to encourage increased reporting 
2. Develop further regular training on forced marriage for a range of professionals 
(including teachers, social workers, police officers, legal professionals and 
mental health practitioners), and ensure appropriate staff attend and the learning 
is cascaded and applied 
3. Support the continued development of specialist womHQ¶VVHFWRURUJDQLVDWLRQV 
4. Support the development of forced marriage policy in local authority areas, in 
order to increase ownership and consistency of approach at a local policy level 
throughout Scotland 
5. Ensure that therapeutic and practical support is available to victims of forced 
marriage 
6. Evaluate forced marriage interventions to develop better understandings of what 
types of forced marriage interventions work for whom 
7. Address the issues the research identified in relation to implementing forced 
marriage legislation 
8. Strengthen the statutory guidance of the Forced Marriage etc. (Protection and 
Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Act (2011) to make explicit local authorities¶ obligations to 
act in all cases of Forced Marriage 
9. Improve record keeping of cases of forced marriage, as information about cases 
is key to developing learning and for future policy development 
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1: Introduction 
Forced marriage is widely recognised at a national and international level as a 
YLRODWLRQRIZRPHQ¶VDQGFKLOGUHQ¶VKXPDQULJKWVDQGDVDIRUPRIYLROHQFHDJDLQVW
women and children. Globally, forced and early marriage takes place in large 
numbers of countries in Africa, Asia and the Middle East. Forced Marriage has also 
EHHQDIHDWXUHRIPDQ\RUWKRGR[UHOLJLRXVFRPPXQLWLHVDQGRIµVKRWJXQ¶PDUULDJHV
in the West (Hester et al, 2007; Chantler and Gangoli, 2011). In policy arenas, 
forced marriage is presented as distinct from arranged marriage. This is an 
important distinction, but it is also important to recognise the µslippage¶WKDWFDQ
occur from arranged to forced marriage (Gangoli et al, 2011). 
Within the EU there have been a number of legal interventions to combat Forced 
Marriage: i) civil remedies, ii) creating a specific criminal offence of forced marriage 
and iii) increasing the age of sponsorship and marriage for those marrying non EU 
nationals. Although the criminalisation of forced marriage is a requirement of the 
Istanbul Convention, it is a controversial decision and has been hotly debated in 
Scotland. In Scotland, the Forced Marriage etc (Protection and Jurisdiction) 
(Scotland) Act 2011 (which will bHUHIHUUHGWRIRUEUHYLW\DVµWKH$FW¶), which 
came into force on 28 November 2011, provides civil protection in the form of 
Forced Marriage Protection Orders (FMPO) for those at risk of forced marriage as 
well as those already in forced marriages. Although a civil order, breaching a FMPO 
is a criminal offence. A specific criminal offence of forcing someone to marry in 
Scotland was created under section 122 of the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and 
Policing Act 2014 (which will be referred toIRUEUHYLW\DVµWKH$FW¶), and came 
into force on 30th September 2014. 
To date, 12 FMPOs have been issued in Scotland, and it is timely to investigate 
potential explanations for this relatively low take up of legal remedies. There are 
well documented personal, institutional, community and wider-level barriers to 
reporting forced marriage, and these may be heightened where legal remedies are 
proposed. It is also unknown whether breaches of FMPOs have been reported, and 
the consequences of reporting or not reporting. Further, the impact of criminalising 
Forced Marriage is as yet unknown, as is the relationship between civil and criminal 
responses. 
Both the Statutory Guidance and Multi-Agency Practitioner Guidance were 
published to coincide with the commencement, on 28 November 2011, of the 2011 
Act, and were updated in September 2014 to coincide with the commencement, in 
Scotland, of  the 2014 Act3. The Statutory Guidance describes the responsibilities 
of chief executives, directors and senior managers within statutory agencies 
involved in handling cases of forced marriage. It covers roles and responsibilities, 
accountability, training, interagency working and information sharing, risk 
assessment and information sharing, risk assessment and record keeping. The 
Multi-Agency Practitioner Guidance is intended to inform all frontline staff and 
volunteers within agencies (statutory or third sector) who are likely to come across 
adults or children and young people threatened with or in a forced marriage and 
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 The guidance can be accessed via the Scottish Government website 
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/People/Equality/violence-women/forcedmarriage/Guidance 
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who are at risk of the abuse associated with this. It includes a Q&A section covering 
a range of questions, case studies covering a range of scenarios, and links to more 
detailed information. 
This Guidance was developed in collaboration with a wide range of stakeholders, 
including representatives from the NHS and local authorities, Police Scotland, the 
&URZQ2IILFHDQG3URFXUDWRU)LVFDO6HUYLFH6FRWWLVK:RPHQ¶V$LG6KDNWL
:RPHQ¶V$LG, Hemat Gryffe :RPHQ¶V$LG$PLQD0XVOLP:RPHQ¶VResource 
Centre and Roshni. It makes it clear that forced marriage is both a child protection 
and adult protection matter, and that specific forced marriage legislation should be 
used in conjunction with routine child and adult protection legislation. It explains 
how the civil and criminal legislation complement each other, adding layers of 
protection. It also sets out that if forced marriage is an issue, practitioners must 
never attempt family counselling, mediation, arbitration or reconciliation, or share 
information with family/friends/community members, because this can put victim(s) 
at further risk. 
:LWKLQWKH8.FRQWH[WWKHPLQRULW\HWKQLFZRPHQ¶VVHFWRUKDVEHHQUDLVLQJ
awareness of forced marriage over the last twenty five years (e.g. Southall Black 
Sisters, Karma Nirvana) based on a wealth of experience of supporting women 
experiencing forced marriage. In Scotland, key agencies such as Hemat Gryffe 
:RPHQ¶V$LG, Shakti :RPHQ¶V$LG and 6FRWWLVK:RPHQ¶V$LG have been active in 
raising awareness of forced marriage and, along with Saheliya and Roshni, 
respond to victims of forced marriage and offer training to a range of professionals 
to increase awareness of forced marriage. 
This study builds on previous work on forced marriage research in Scotland and 
England to better understand Scottish professionals¶ understandings of forced 
marriage and potential legal responses as well as barriers to working in this field. 
Scotland already has forced marriage legislation and guidelines in place, and 
training on forced marriage has been widely available. In view of these 
interventions, the study had three research questions: 
1. What is the level and profile of service use relating to forced marriage in 
Scotland?  
2. How are services responding to forced marriage in Scotland? 
3. What is the impact of the interventions for forced marriage in Scotland? 
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2: Methods 
A mixed methods approach was utilised to address the research questions and was 
carried out primarily in the following five locations: Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Dundee, 
East Renfrewshire and Glasgow. This selection was based on areas where the 
non-white minority ethnic population exceeds the Scottish national average of 4%. 
In addition, a sixth area, Highland (which has a lower than national average of 
minority ethnic population), was included as a point of contrast. Our third sector 
partners, 6FRWWLVK:RPHQ¶V$LG6KDNWL :RPHQ¶V$id (Edinburgh) and Hemat 
Gryffe :RPHQ¶V$LG*ODVJRZ, facilitated recruitment and provided invaluable 
practice experience. An advisory group of key agencies was also established who 
commented on the research instruments and preliminary findings. Ethical approval 
for the study was obtained from the University RI&HQWUDO/DQFDVKLUH¶V8&/AN) 
Psychology and Social Work Ethics Committee. 
The definition of a forced marriage case used in the research ZDVµ$IRUFHG
marriage (FM) is where one or both spouses do not (or cannot) fully and freely 
consent to the marriage, and duress is involved. In this study, a µFDVH¶ of FM can 
either be the threat of, or the actual occurrence of, a forced marriage. We are 
interested in cases reported in the period 2011-14, even if the forced marriage took 
SODFHRXWVLGHRIWKLVWLPHIUDPH¶ This is the definition that has been used in 
previous forced marriage studies (see Hester et al, 2008; Kazmirski et al 2009). 
2.1 Research question 1: Level and profile of service use 
Surveys that generate quantitative data are generally recognised to be the most 
appropriate method to establish the level and profile of service use. A survey was 
therefore developed which had a national and local element. The local element 
refers to the six study areas mentioned above. In these areas the survey was sent 
to secondary schools and ZRPHQ¶Vorganisations. We had planned to send the 
survey to child and adult social services in the six study areas and to Police 
Scotland, but lengthy permission and access procedures meant that we were only 
able to send the survey to one local authority area within the time frame of the 
study. To establish a wider, national Scottish picture, local 6FRWWLVK:RPHQ¶V$LG
organisations and minority ethnic organisations throughout Scotland were sent the 
survey, as was Police Scotland. 0LQRULW\HWKQLFRUJDQLVDWLRQVLQFOXGHGZRPHQ¶V
organisations, mental health organisations, and support, rights and equality 
organisations. We also sent the survey to a disability group, an LGBT group, and 
generic victim support organisations. In addition, we had hoped to analyse redacted 
Forced Marriage Protection Orders (FMPOs), but permission for this was not given 
as the material was considered to be too sensitive. 
The survey comprised 26 open-ended and multiple choice questions, and was 
designed to capture information from both local and national organisations on 
reported cases of forced marriage from 2011-2014, about the numbers of people 
affected by the issue of forced marriage, victim and perpetrator characteristics 
(gender, age, ethnicity), the nature of services available to support them and the 
organisational responses to and awareness of forced marriage and its various legal 
remedies. It also asked about the organisation¶V confidence in identifying and 
responding to cases of forced marriage, and what further interventions they 
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perceived as being required to better respond to forced marriage. The intention was 
that, by gaining a greater understanding of the extent of the problem, the nature of 
services available, and the awareness and use of legislation, appropriate changes 
to policy and practice that will further the support provided to victims could be 
recommended. 
The survey was distributed via Survey Monkey in December 2015 and again in 
January and early February 2016. The initial response rate was poor and so follow 
up via telephone contact was started in late February. In total 293 surveys were 
distributed of which 109 organisations completed the survey. For organisations who 
had not dealt with any cases for forced marriage, the survey took five minutes to 
complete but this increased to thirty minutes depending on how many forced 
marriage cases they had come across. Whilst the time factor may have been an 
issue, the bigger issue is to with the generally low response rates to email surveys, 
particularly where there is no prior relationship or contact and perceptions of how 
salient the topic is to respondents (Sheehan, 2001). When non-respondents were 
followed up by telephone, it became apparent that many organisations did not see 
forced marriage as their responsibility or an issue that they had come across. 
Despite these issues, the response rate achieved in this study allows safe 
conclusions to be reached, as we ensured that we minimised non-respondent bias. 
However, we did not receive sufficient numbers of reported cases in the six case 
study areas to warrant a local breakdown by area or to conduct a prevalence study 
using the methodology used by NatCen in their 2009 study of forced marriage in 
England (Kazmirski et al 2009). Nevertheless, we are able to provide a robust 
analysis of reported cases of forced marriage in Scotland from 2011-2014. This is 
the first study that provides a detailed analysis of forced marriage in Scotland over 
a period of time. 
2.2 Research question 2: Service responses to forced marriage 
Two key approaches were used for this part of the study. The first was a policy 
analysis of available forced marriage policy documents and telephone interviews 
with adult or child protection policy leads in four of  the six case study areas. In one 
area the violence against women lead was designated as the most knowledgeable 
about forced marriage, and in the last area no lead was identified. Interviews were 
recorded and a thematic analysis was applied to address the research questions. 
The second approach involved semi-structured telephone interviews with 
professionals including police officers, social workers, legal professionals and third 
sector staff. The interviews inquired about four topic areas: 
x knowledge of forced marriage 
x experience of dealing with forced marriage including interventions offered, 
experiences of multi-agency working and barriers to working with forced 
marriage 
x knowledge and experience of using legal remedies to support victims of 
forced marriage 
x what further measures need to be in place to better support victims of forced 
marriage 
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Where permission was given, interviews were recorded and either transcribed or 
detailed interview summaries were produced from the recordings. Data analysis 
involved two researchers to check interpretations and develop the thematic 
framework. In large part, the analysis focused on the research questions but 
additional themes were also identified from the interview material. 
2.3 Research question 3: Impact of interventions for forced 
marriage 
This element of the study draws on the survey responses from organisations, 
interviews with professionals, and interviews with survivors. The survey and 
professional interview methods have been described above. For survivors of forced 
marriage, the study had planned to conduct a narrative analysis of redacted 
applications for forced marriage protection orders. The research team was unable 
to access redacted applications for FMPOs as the material was perceived to be too 
sensitive to be used for research purposes. The original plan had also been to 
interview victims whose experience of forced marriage was post 2011, to assess 
the take-up of civil or criminal legislation related to forced marriage. This was not 
possible in spite of having two key agencies who work with forced marriage as 
partners, creating a specific Facebook page, and extensive circulation (to over 70 
organisations) of details of the study through a wide range of networks. 
Eight in-depth interviews were conducted with victims of forced marriage, and their 
experiences of forced marriage spanned from ongoing situations to twenty years 
ago. Four of the eight victims were identified by our third sector partner agencies, 
one survivor was recruited via another survivor (snowballing), another was via a law 
centre and the other two were recruited via other Scottish :RPHQ¶V$LGlocal 
organisations. Victims were asked about their experience of forced marriage, help-
seeking strategies and responses to asking for help, family relationships prior to 
and after the forced marriage, the impact of the forced marriage on them and their 
views about civil and criminal legislation in regarding forced marriage. Interviews 
were recorded and transcribed and analysed thematically. A separate chapter is 
dedicated to survivors to ensure that their voices are central to future 
developments. 
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3: Level and profile of service use relating to 
forced marriage in Scotland 
A survey was developed to establish the level and profile of service use relating to 
forced marriage in Scotland. The survey comprised 26 open-ended and multiple 
choice questions regarding the number of forced marriage cases organisations 
came across between 2011 and 2014 (to capture pre- and post-FMPO 
introduction). It also captured information regarding the characteristics of victims 
and perpetrators, the response or support organisations were able to give (if any), 
and which services organisations may have referred victims on to (if any). It also 
DVNHGDERXWLQGLYLGXDOV¶FRQILGHQFHLQLGHQWLI\LQJDQGUHVSRQGLQJWRFDVHVRIIRUFHG
marriage, and what actions could help to improve this. Survey participants were 
JLYHQWKHIROORZLQJGHILQLWLRQRIZKDWFRQVWLWXWHVDµFDVH¶RIIRUFHGPDUULDJH 
A forced marriage (FM) is where one or both spouses do not (or cannot) fully and 
freely consent to the marriage, and duress is involved. For the purposes of this 
study, a µFDVH¶ of FM can either be the threat of, or the actual occurrence of a 
forced marriage. We are interested in reported cases from 2011-14 even if the 
forced marriage took place outside of this time frame. 
3.1 Respondents 
The survey was sent out to 293 recipients in total, including 193 secondary schools 
across the six study areas of Aberdeen City, Dundee, East Renfrewshire, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow City and Highland, in addition to 53 domestic abuse (mostly 
:RPHQ¶V$LGorganisations, 37 minority ethnic organisations, and 9 support 
organisations across Scotland nationally. 109 organisations completed the survey 
in total, of which 54 were secondary schools, 36 domestic abuse organisations, 11 
minority ethnic organisations and 8 general support organisations. See figure 1 for 
sample characteristics and Appendix 1 for full details. 
Figure 1: Survey recipients and respondents 
 ... 54 responded 
... 36 responded 
11 
8 
37 minority ethnic organisations were sent the survey 
Of the 193 schools 
VHQWWKHVXUYH\« 
Of the 54 domestic abuse organisations sent the survey« 
9 general support organisations were sent the survey 
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Only 54 out of 193 schools and 11 out of 37 minority ethnic organisations surveyed 
responded. This hampered our ability to draw conclusions regarding prevalence 
rates of forced marriage (see Prevalence section below for details). 
3.2 Prevalence 
Survey data at the local-level was intended to be used in conjunction with national-
level data to estimate a national prevalence of reported cases of forced marriage in 
Scotland. Unfortunately, due to the low response rate of schools (54 out of 193), in 
addition to the low number of cases attributable to the six study areas (N=95 over 
the four study years), the statistical analysis required to do this was not possible. 
When examining the characteristics of cases, all local-level data (relating to 6 cases 
reported by schools and other local organisations) has been removed from the 
analysis, as it is likely that cases may also be represented in the national-level 
sample. 
Between 2011 and 2014 there were 191 cases of forced marriage reported by 
survey respondents, with all cases coming from just 20 of the 109 participating 
organisations. Case occurrence was fairly equal across the four years, with the 
most recent year (2014) representing the highest number of cases (n=56). The 
majority of cases (92%) were reported by domestic abuse organisations, with the 
remaining cases (8%) reported by schools, minority ethnic organisations and 
general support organisations. 
Figure 2: Reports by year and by area 
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Glasgow 
National orgs 
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191 42 41 52 56 
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As shown in Figure 2, Edinburgh had the highest reporting rate of the six study 
areas, with 75 cases spread fairly evenly across the four years4, followed closely by 
Glasgow (who reported 72 cases). Aberdeen reported 17 cases (also fairly evenly 
across the four years), Dundee reported 3 cases, and East Renfrewshire and 
Highland reported no cases. The remaining 24 cases could not be linked to a 
specific study area, as they were reported by national organisations covering 
multiple or non-study areas. See Appendix 1 for a full breakdown. 
Additionally, to understand the picture in Scotland, a crude measure was used to 
generate a rough idea of how many reported cases of forced marriage one might 
H[SHFW8VLQJ.D]PLUVNL¶VHWDOILJXUHRI,000-8,000 reported cases of 
forced marriage in 2008 in England and Wales as a benchmark, we produced a 
ratio for numbers of reported cases of forced marriage compared to the minority 
ethnic population in England & Wales (as of 2011 census). On the assumption that 
this ratio would apply to Scotland, we compared it to the 2011 Scottish minority 
ethnic population and found that the expected number of cases was between 129 
and 207 per year (lower and upper limits respectively). This indicates that the 
number of reported cases in Scotland is much lower than expected. Clearly, this is 
a rough and ready range, and assumes the same rate of forced marriage cases as 
in England, so should be treated with caution. 
3.3 Characteristics of cases 
Due to the small numbers of reported cases within each individual year and the fact 
that not all cases had information on victim and perpetrator characteristics fully 
identified and/or recorded, characteristics are reported for the full study period for 
all areas, rather than by individual year or area. Victims were female in nearly all 
cases, with the remaining FDVHVLQGLFDWLQJWKHJHQGHUZDVµXQNQRZQ¶1RUHSRUWV
involving male victims were recorded. This may be at least partly explained by the 
fact that the majority of cases were reported by Scottish :RPHQ¶V$LG
organisations, compared to other types of organisations surveyed. The majority of 
victims were aged between 18 and 25 years of age at the time of their forced 
marriage, with under 18s representing around a quarter of cases where the age 
was known. Of particular concern is that in around 1 in 10 of the cases where age 
was known, the victims were children under 16 years of age. The majority of cases 
involved victims of Pakistani origin, with Indian and Black African representing the 
next largest proportions. A small number of cases were reported involving White 
victims. See Figure 3 (and Appendix 1) for a full breakdown of victim demographics. 
Only four cases involved victims with disabilities and just three cases indicated 
sexual orientation of the victim as a factor. Around two thirds of perpetrators were 
SDUHQWVZLWKMXVWXQGHUDTXDUWHUEHLQJPHPEHUVRIYLFWLPV¶H[WHQGHGIDPLO\
Perpetrators were also siblings and family friends. 
  
                                         
4
 Although numbers of reports appear to have risen slightly over time, the changes are not 
statistically significant, due to the small numbers of cases reported each year. As a result, there is 
insufficient evidence to assess with confidence whether the Forced Marriage etc. (Protection and 
Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Act has had any impact on levels of reporting of cases of forced marriage. 
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Figure 3 ± Victim demographics 
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The nature of cases 
More cases related to threats of forced marriage rather than cases where the  
marriage had already taken place, although in around a quarter of cases, the 
specifics were unknown. Cases were more likely to involve UK nationals marrying 
non-UK nationals than UK nationals marrying other UK nationals. However, almost 
half of cases where nationality was recorded were mDUNHGDVµRWKHU¶, meaning they 
most likely involved non-UK nationals marrying other non-UK nationals. For the 
vast majority of cases, the country in which the forced marriage took place or was 
GXHWRWDNHSODFHZDVµXQNQRZQ¶)RUWKRVHZKHUHWKHFRXQWU\ZDs recorded, they 
most commonly happened in Pakistan, followed by Scotland, India, African 
countries and other parts of the UK. See Figure 4 (and Appendix 1) for details. 
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Figure 4 ± Case characteristics 
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Referrals 
The initial reason for referrals tended to be forced marriage, although domestic 
abuse and use of violence against victims was also commonly cited. Cases came 
to light via a number of other routes such as honour-based violence (HBV), female 
genital mutilation (FGM), sexual abuse, child abuse, and conflict in the home. 
Referrals were also made when a range of other initial µindicators¶RIDSRVVLEOH 
forced marriage were identified, such as poor school attendance, victim mental 
health problems and a need for help with asylum claims, refuge accommodation 
and welfare/benefits. For the most part, referrals tended to come from other 
organisations (53%) or from victims themselves (29%). Friends (15%) and family 
(3%) also referred victims to services. 
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Summary 
The number of cases of forced marriage reported over the four study years was 
relatively low (191), with numbers being generally consistent across the years. 
Cases tended to involve young female victims in their late teens to early twenties, 
from mainly South Asian backgrounds, being threatened or coerced into marriage 
by their parents. Victims came to the attention of services either through self-
referral or, more likely, by other statutory services due to connected issues such as 
domestic abuse, mental health issues, and honour-based violence. Better recording 
of cases by agencies would have yielded more detailed information. Reporting 
rates appear to be lower in Scotland than one might expect given comparable data 
from England and Wales. 
Only two minority ethnic organisations reported having received cases of forced 
marriage between 2011 and 2014. The low number of cases reported by schools is 
also reflected in the relatively small proportion of children under 16 years identified 
by specialist services.  
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4: Service responses to forced marriage in 
Scotland 
This chapter draws from interviews held with a range of professionals, policy 
analysis in the six case study areas, interviews with Protection Leads and with 
survivors of forced marriage. Five key issues are discussed: 
x understanding and knowledge of forced marriage 
x responding to forced marriage 
x policy responses to forced marriage 
x the range of (non-legal) interventions offered 
x barriers to responding to forced marriage. 
4.1 Understanding and knowledge of forced marriage 
Professionals generally had a sound understanding of the difference between 
arranged and forced marriage, raising issues of consent, duress, choice, 
expectations, and family reputation: 
 
Professionals with more experience of dealing with forced marriage demonstrated a 
more nuanced understanding, emphasising the long-term socialisation and 
inevitability of marriage, WKHLPSDFWRIVXFKµJURRPLQJ¶RQFRQVHQW, and the process 
rather than event-based nature of forced marriage: 
 
These more nuanced understandings are crucial to deepening understanding of 
forced marriage and suggest that intervention strategies need to engage with 
Forced marriage is arranged and conducted without the consent of either one or 
ERWKSDUWLHV«,IWKHUH¶VQRFRQVHQWZKHWKHUWKDW
VDQLQDELOLW\WRFRQVHQWWKURXJK
ability or disability, or whether it's a young person who isn't of the age for marriage, 
so it's all encompassing within that. 
Case study area 5, third sector organisation 5B 
«ZHZRXOGGHILQH forced marriage more as a process which is rooted in gender 
based violence so I would say that forced marriage is a process of grooming 
where someone is being prepared for a marriage and that over a period of time 
their ability to consent, or rather withdraw consent, is compromised. 
 
6RIRUPH)0LVPRUHWKDQMXVWWKHZHGGLQJLW¶VDZKROHSURFHVVRIZKDWFRPHV
before and what comes after that and duress within that is not necessarily as 
visible for both the victim/survivor as well as the professionals who are supporting 
or looking at such acts of violence. 
Case study area 4, third sector organisation 4B 
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forced marriage as a process at both entry and exit points of forced marriage. 
Understandably, the current policy and practice focus appears to be on entry points 
i.e. to prevent a forced marriage from taking place, but the ability to exit a marriage 
without duress is also central to H[HUFLVLQJRQH¶VKXPDQULJKWV 
4.1.1 Communities in which forced marriage is practised in Scotland 
Although the respondents made it clear that forced marriage is not specific to any 
one community, they reported it predominantly affects the South Asian community: 
 
Forced marriage was also described as a universal issue that affects all 
communities simply where marriage exists: 
 
Since the available data illustrate that South Asian communities are those 
SUHGRPLQDQWO\DIIHFWHGSURIHVVLRQDOV¶XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIforced marriage will be 
shaped and influenced by this factor, so it is not surprising that forced marriage  
ZDVIUHTXHQWO\VHHQDVDµ6RXWK$VLDQLVVXH¶7KLVKRZHYHUFDUULHVDQDWWHQGDQW
risk of overlooking the potential of the occurrence and threat of forced marriage in 
other communities: 
 
Other professionals with experience of working on forced marriage cases reported 
case work within the Roma community, Christian community, Jewish community 
and people with learning disabilities. This illustrates the importance of ensuring that 
understandings of which communities forced marriage is practiced in is not 
restricted to Muslim South Asian communities. 
  
Predominantly in the Southeast $VLDQFRPPXQLW\EHFDXVHLW¶VEHHQSDUWRIWKH
culture for such a long time, and I think that culture from back home has sort of 
carried on here. 
Case study area 4, legal professional 4A 
Forced marriage affects any community whHUHPDUULDJHH[LVWV«LW¶VDERXWFRQWURO
LQWKDWSDUWLFXODUIDPLO\« 
Case study area 5, third sector organisation 5B 
«LQWHUPVRIIRUFHGPDUULDJH,WKLQNSHRSOHWHQGWRDXWRPDWLFDOO\WKLQNRI$VLDQV
DQG0XVOLPVLQSDUWLFXODUEXW\RXNQRZ,NQRZWKDWDFWXDOO\LW¶VPRUHSUHYDOHQWLQ
$IULFDQFRXQWULHVDQGRWKHUDUHDVDVZHOOVR«, think that the lay person if you 
OLNH«\RXNQRZWKHXQLIRUPHGEHDWRIILFHUZRXOGSUREDEO\EHWKLQNLQJRIDZRPDQ
in a sari for example as being a potential victim and might not think of a 
Gypsy/Traveller or you know, somebody like that. 
Case study area 6, Police 
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4.2 Responding to forced marriage 
On the whole, professionals interviewed had very limited experience of dealing with 
forced marriage cases. For instance, 4 of the 9 third sector organisations spoken to 
had dealt with a forced marriage incident, and only 2 of the 9 third sector 
organisations described their organisations as dealing with forced marriage. 
However, the third sector organisations who had dealt with incidents of forced 
marriage had substantial in-depth expertise of forced marriage. Only one of the 
three legal professionals interviewed had dealt with a forced marriage case, one of 
the three social work staff interviewed and one of the six police officers had dealt 
with a forced marriage case. Whilst most professionals saw forced marriage for 
under-16s as a child protection issue, this was not universal, and a cultural framing 
of forced marriage was reported as impeding intervention: 
 
The cultural framing of forced marriage is discussed as a barrier in section 4.3. 
Professionals raised a number of reasons for their lack of focus on forced marriage 
including the rarity of a forced marriage case, no organisational mandate to deal 
with forced marriage, lack of local or organisational forced marriage policy, and lack 
of funding. In general, professionals reported confidence in dealing with a forced 
marriage incident, but many professionals also highlighted the need for further 
training for themselves or other professionals. Survivor experiences of contacting 
agencies do not reflect this confidence except in the third sector. 
4.2.1 Policy responses 
Prior to conducting telephone interviews with adult or child protection leads and one 
violence against women lead in case-study areas, key contacts were asked to 
provide existing local policy or practice guides. These were summarised in advance 
of the interview which was then used to clarify current and planned approaches and 
the structures within which these had developed. In two of the case study areas, no 
local policy or practice documentation had been produced, despite the statutory 
obligation placed on local authorities in the 2011 Act. In the remaining four areas, 
local documents, some still in draft form, drew heavily on the Scottish Government 
multi-agency guidelines for forced marriage. In one case study area where no local 
documentation was made available, no designated policy lead was identified for 
interview. The following sections draw on available data from both written policy 
and interviews with participants. Three key sets of findings are discussed: 
perceived ownership of forced marriage policy; the maturity of existing policy; and a 
focus on learning as a means of improving organisational responsiveness. 
Case study areas (as reflected in the views of the designated policy lead) were 
YDULDEOHLQWKHH[WHQWWRZKLFKWKHOHDGRIILFHUIHOWSUHSDUHGWRµRZQ¶ORFDO
approaches. Shared ownership of local processes felt apparent in case study 2 and 
4; in area 6 the lead officer interviewed clearly felt individual ownership but 
The biggest challenge is for people to recognise the risk of forced marriage, 
especially when WKH\GRQ¶WVHHLWDVFKLOGDEXVHDQGWKH\VHHLWDVDFXOWXUDOLVVXH 
Case study area 4, third sector organisation 4B 
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appeared less sure that this ownership was distributed across key stakeholders 
(see below on multi agency working). In case study areas 3 and 5, there was less 
evidence that Forced Marriage was being taken forward as a recognised and key 
DVSHFWRIWKHLQWHUYLHZHH¶VMRE 
In area 5, when asked about the absence of local policy documentation, the lead 
RIILFHUVDLGWKDWEHIRUHWKHLQWHUYLHZVKHKDGµGRXEOH-FKHFNHG¶DQGWKDWWKH\ZRUNHG
µRIIWKH6FRWWLVKGRFXPHQW¶,Qareas 3 and 5, the leads reported that when they 
knew they were to be interviewed they had checked to see if there had been any 
cases of Forced Marriage reported or FMPOs requested; they reported that there 
had not been any such cases. 
Levels of ownership had some degree of overlap with a stated need to raise staff 
awareness of forced marriage and how to respond to it. Areas 2, 4 and 6 all 
KLJKOLJKWHGWKHQHHGIRUµFXOWXUDO¶FKDQJHZLWKLQRUJDQLVDWLRQVDQGSURIHVVLRQVWR
effectively respond to forced marriage and other such harmful practices. 
Specifically, they discussed how responding to forced marriage was very different 
from responding to other forms of abuse, and was often contrary to their usual 
professional practice. This related in particular to the requirement not to discuss 
cases with family members. 
However, there was a real sense of these study areas taking on board these new 
ways of working in relation to forced marriage. 
In contrast, in case study area 5, where ownership of the forced marriage agenda 
by the policy lead was less apparent, the necessary practice for responding to 
forced marriage response was viewed as congruent with the generic skills of 
frontline social workers at least. No forced marriage cases had been reported to the 
policy lead (although forced marriage incidents were recorded by other agencies in 
this case study area, including statutory services), indicating that recording and 
information sharing are likely to be barriers to effective intervention. 
Where local documentation existed it was variable in terms of the detail, but all 
used the µone chance¶ checklist, had shared definitions congruent with Scottish 
,¶YHWULHGWRILQGRXWZKDW¶VKDSSHQLQJZLWK)0,¶YHVSRNHQWR>@, our child 
protection co-ordinator, and she said as far as she knew there hadQ¶WEHHQDQ\. 
Case study area 3, Policy Lead 
[TKHOHJLVODWLRQ@WXUQVHYHU\WKLQJRQLWVKHDG«>LW¶V@OLNHJRLQJEDFN\HDUVWR
child protection. 
Case study area 4, Policy Lead 
CRQWUDU\WRPRVWVRFLDOZRUNHUV¶WUDLQLQJ± go and talk to the family. 
Case study area 2, Policy Lead 
)0LVQRWSDUWRIRXUUHPLW«ZHKDYHLWDVDQRIIVKRRW RIRXUZRUN,¶PQRWVXUH
why. 
Case study area 3, Policy Lead 
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Government documentation, and provided local information relating to support 
organisations. The level of detail largely related to the maturity of the policies with 
areas 2 and 4 having the longest standing documentation. These areas were also 
those in which co-ordination across adult protection, child protection and violence 
against women services seemed at its strongest, not only in terms of existing 
structures, but also in terms of working relationships between lead officers. 
Related to this is the extent to which case study areas described themselves as 
well placed to monitor and learn from cases. Again, areas 2 and 4 appeared best 
placed to maximise these opportunities, although other areas also identified that 
learning from individual cases are used to refresh adult protection policies, and 
emphasised that a learning mentality needs to go beyond formal processes. 
 
Where local procedures were at the earliest draft stage, the importance of learning 
was also emphasised. 
 
In the interviews with front line professionals in both statutory and third sectors, it 
was generally reported that there is no formal organisational forced marriage policy 
that respondents were aware of. If they had to deal with an incident they would 
follow the Scottish Government guidelines and the legislation: 
The police, however, have Standard Operating Procedures for honour based 
violence that cover forced marriage. 
4.2.2 Support offered to staff 
Protection leads discussed two main types of support for staff that are offered 
through local areas. The first is via the various policy and practice documents, 
where these exist. For example, case study area 2 provides staff with examples of 
more generic risk assessment tools that might be utilised in determining FM specific 
No formal policy because we follow the legislation and guidelines. We basically 
base our practice on that [SG guidelines] the difference is that because we are an 
HBV service we very much pay close attention to individual cases so we try to 
DYRLGWKHµRQHVL]HILWVDOO¶ model. 
Case study area 4, third sector organisation 
Something slides past you and you become an expert on it. 
Case study area 3, Policy Lead 
[We need a] non-corporate response to review ± our antennae are up. 
Case study area 4, Policy Lead 
Case study area 3, Policy Lead 
WH¶UHPRUHJHWWLQJRXWWKHPHVVDJHRIZKDWDUHWKHVLJQVRILWDQGWKHQUHSRUWLQJLW
and we do have some mechanisms for that but after that, getting down to the nitty 
JULWW\«,WZLOOEHIOXLGDQGOHDUQLQJDVwe go along. 
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risks whilst case study area 3 has developed tailored guidance for their Call First 
workforce recognising the generic nature of their contact with the general public. 
The second is staff training ± both mandatory and voluntary. Most areas, though 
not all, had provided their own training or made training available (usually in 
conjunction with a specialist third sector organisation). Such training was generally 
conducted within a wider suite of µharmful practices¶ awareness training. Positioning 
awareness of, and responses to, forced marriage within a broader µSURWHFWLRQ¶
context was argued to be important ± not just as a means of covering more 
legislative ground within one training session but also because, as a matter of 
principle, staff should be encouraged to take a broad perspective on risk 
assessment. For example, one participant said: 
However, some described uptake of such training, where voluntary, as patchy. 
The survey showed that organisations provide a wide range of support (see Table 
5), most commonly one-to-one support, refuge accommodation and referrals on to 
other specialist agencies. Other more practically-focused support such as legal and 
financial aid also featured. 
Table 5: Support responses to forced marriage 
 N 
One-to-one support 19 
Referral to specialist support 17 
Refuge accommodation  13 
Support groups 6 
Mediation 2 
Financial 3 
Legal 2 
Other intervention 3 
Community support 4 
Training  4 
Other 8 
 
For those 19 organisations providing support to victims of forced marriage, 13 
LQGLFDWHGWKDWµaOOFDVHVZHUHRIIHUHGVXSSRUW¶ZLWKRQO\two indicating they needed 
to place victims on waiting lists or refer them on. Just one respondent felt there was 
no process in place for dealing with cases, and the remaining three felt that the 
IW¶VQRWDERXW)0EHLQJWRSSULRULW\± LW¶VDERXWVWDIIUHFRJQLVLQJZKDWWKH\¶UHseeing 
ZKHQWKH\VHHLW«LW¶VXSWKHUHZLWKDOOWKHRWKHUKDUPVWKH\PLJKWbe seeing ± like 
financial harm. 
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question was not applicable to them. In terms of the outcome of that support, nine 
of the organisations providing support (just under half) felt that support was always 
successful in addressing the needs of victims. Just under a quarter (four) felt that 
support was successful in either some, or in one or two cases. The six remaining 
organisations reported they were not sure whether or not support was successful in 
DGGUHVVLQJYLFWLPV¶QHHGV$VDPHDQVRISUHYHQWLQJIRUFHGPDUULDJHVIURPWDNLQJ
place, three organisations felt that support was always successful in achieving this, 
with five organisations feeling it was successful in either some, or in one or two 
cases. Just one organisation felt that support was not successful in preventing 
forced marriage, although five organisations were unsure. 
Risk assessment and safety planning 
Interviews with professionals identified that risk assessment and safety planning 
were key. The level of risk determines the type of intervention offered: 
Practice which focussed on risk assessment using a person-centred approach and 
judgement free support was also emphasised in many of the interviews. Judgement 
IUHHVXSSRUWZDVGHVFULEHGDVEHLQJDZDUHRIRQH¶VRZQFXOWXUDOYDOXHVDQGEHOLHIV
and keeping an open mind about their impact on attitudes and stereotypes and 
being guidHGE\WKH\RXQJSHUVRQ¶VZLVKHV 
 
Case study area 5, Police 
$JDLQLW¶VYHU\GHSHQGHQWRQWKDWSHUVRQ¶VFLUFXPVWDQFHVDWWKHWLPH6RPH
people are definitely more at risk than others, some people are at immediate risk 
LQZKLFKFDVHWKHEHVWLQWHUYHQWLRQDVIDUDVZH¶UHFRQFHUQHGLVWRWU\DQG
completely remove them IURPWKDWULVN«DQG«ZLWKRWKHUSHRSOHLW¶VPRUHRID
FRQFHUQUDWKHUWKDQLPPHGLDWHULVNLW¶VVRPHWKLQJWKDWWKH\WKLQNPD\KDSSHQ«
DQGIRUWKRVHNLQGRI«LQVWDQFHVLW¶VDOODERXWDUPLQJWKDWSHUVRQ,WKLQNZLWK
information about who they can speak to, that they can come to us any time, 
RWKHUURDGVWKH\FDQJRGRZQDJHQFLHV« 
Case study area 2, third sector organisation 2C 
Be led by them [the young person] and support them to do it 
Case study area 4, third sector organisation 4C 
3HRSOHDUHPRVWNHHQWRDFFHVVWKHWKHUDSHXWLFDQGSUDFWLFDOVXSSRUW«WKLVZRUNV
for us it a very person-centred way of ZRUNLQJZLWKSHRSOH«IROORZLQJWKDWVRPH
people might be looking for mediation or they are looking for restorative 
SUDFWLFHV«IRUVXSSRUWIRUDGYRFDF\RUFRQVXOWDQF\PHHWLQJZLWKXV 
My role is to support the young person and give them a safe space to listen and to 
ORRNDWWKHRSWLRQV«PDNHVXUHWKH\KDYHEHHQKHDUGLQDVDIHHQYLURQPHQW«
their personal safety is the key priority. 
Case study area 2, third sector organisation 2D 
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The need for therapeutic support was also highlighted by survivors. 
 
Mediation 
Whilst the Scottish multi-agency guidance is clear that there should be no contact 
with the family, a minority of professionals were of the opinion that dialogue and 
mediation with the family can be an effective intervention. Mediation was offered by 
two agencies. One respondent provided an example of when dialogue with the 
family, by utilising Islamic evidence of what constitutes a valid marriage contract, 
was helpful in getting the victims feelings across to her family, and also making the 
family question their actions from an Islamic perspective. Islamic clerics were also 
mentioned as an avenue by which families may be deterred from forcing young 
people into marriages, as: 
 
+RZHYHUPRVWUHVSRQGHQWVDGKHUHGWRWKHµQRFRQWDFW¶JXLGDQFH 
 
  
 
Survivor 5 
I think psychological help would be a big bonus because most of the time this 
happens to girls that are quite young so you make a big decision like running away 
you do need a bit of psychological help and iW¶VQRWMXVWDSK\VLFDOUXQQLQJDZD\ 
Case study area 4, third sector organisation 4C 
I know that mediation and restorative justice have a really bad press when it comes 
to HBV but we would never provide a service that we know is high risk unless we 
were perfectly sure that that risk was manageable. 
«WKHLUYRLFHPLJKWEHKHDUG, maybe over a professional person. 
Case study area 5, third sector organisation 5A 
Conservative Muslims families will not want to talk to a white middle-class woman 
DERXWWKHVWDWXVRIWKHLUGDXJKWHULW¶VQHYHUJRQQDKDSSHQ«,VODPLFFOHULFVZLOO
have a far greater chance talking to the parents and have them listen to them than 
anyone else who will go into a conservative Muslim household 
Case study area 4, Police 
«ZHGRQRW«GRQRW«WU\WRLQWHUYHQHZLWKWKHIDPLO\EHFDXVHWKDWSRWHQWLDOOy puts 
KHUDWPRUHULVN«DQGQRZ«ZHPD\IHHOZHPLJKWOLNHWRJRURXQGDQGZDJRXU
ILQJHUDQGVD\µ\RXFDQ¶WGRWKLV¶«EXW«\RXNQRZLW¶VMXVWQRWSRVVLEOHWRGRZH
do not try and mediate between families 
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4.2.3 Multi-agency working 
The policy analysis showed that, where a case study area had written 
documentation of local policies and procedures, it was evident from this 
documentation that that multi-agency working was expected as part of the 
processes for addressing Forced Marriage. This was particularly true in relation to 
social services and the police. Specialist third sector organisations appeared, either 
as part of µresponse¶ flowcharts, or as organisations from which advice and support 
might be sought, either by frontline workers or as part of safety planning. 
However, the interviews with policy leads revealed more variation in the extent to 
which multi-agency working takes place in practice. In one area, multi-agency 
working extended beyond a single local authority area, and the development of 
local policy had been explicitly multi-agency from the outset; furthermore, the policy 
was described as being closely aligned to, and developed in parallel with, other 
policies on Honour Based Violence and Female Genital Mutilation. The Scottish 
Government guidance was used as the basis for local plans and built upon: 
In this case, the links between adult protection, child protection and violence 
against women leads appeared to be paramount and third sector groups were 
described as being full members of strategic groups. This level of routine multi-
agency worked was described also in case study area 4. In areas 3 and 5, 
however, there was considerably less of a sense of specialist third sector 
engagement; in area 6, where the designated policy lead was from the Violence 
Against Women Partnership, relationships with other committee structures were felt 
to be suboptimal ± the lead said, for example: 
In this case, the drafting of local policy had come from the Violence Against Women 
Partnership rather than from the broader public protection structure. 
In relation to practice settings, in interviews with professionals, multi-agency work 
was mentioned by all as a crucial part of supporting a victim of forced marriage, and 
factored into the risk-assessment and safety planning process. 
 
  
Case study area 2 
We had to make sure the language and definitions was singing from the same 
hymn sheet. 
Case study area 6, Policy Lead 
9$:PDNHVDFRQFHUWHGHIIRUW«,GRQ¶WQHFHVVDULO\IHHOthat it works the other 
way. 
Case study area 2, third sector organisation 2C 
«ZHJHWVXSSRUWIURPRXWVLGHDJHQFLHVWKDWNQRw more than we do, if we need to. 
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The point was also made that different agencies might take the lead depending on 
the circumstances: 
Multi-agency work was generally thought to work very well in relation to forced 
marriage, for example: 
 
There were differences, as illustrated by: 
Within the survey, 18% of respondents indicated that they referred cases on to 
other organisations. These included Shakti :RPHQ¶V$LGand other Scottish 
:RPHQ¶V$LGservices (for specialist support), police, immigration, solicitors and law 
centres, embassies, and the Crown Office & Procurator Fiscal Service. Referrals 
were also made to other third sector organisationVVXFKDVZRPHQ¶VVXSSRUW
groups and minority ethnic organisations; national units such as the Home Office 
Forced Marriage Unit (FMU); and statutory sector agencies such as education, 
health, housing, and social care. Respondents indicated that processes such as the 
Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conference (MARAC) also provided a conduit for 
increased multi-agency working. 
4.3 Barriers to responding to forced marriage 
Reported barriers to responding to forced marriage can be divided into two main 
categories, each of which is discussed in turn: 
x professional and organisational barriers 
x public awareness 
  
Case study area 4, Police 
WKR¶VEHVWSODFHGWRVXSSRUW",VLWVRFLDOZRUNHUV",VLW6KDNWL:RPHQ¶V$LG",VLW
Saheliya? Who can support this female or this male in moving forward? 
Case study area 2, third sector organisation 2A 
µThe multi-DJHQF\ZRUNLVYHU\SRVLWLYHLQ'XQGHHDQGLQ6FRWODQG«WKHWUDLQLQJ
sessions I have been on, there have been a number of multi-agencies involved, so 
HYHU\ERG\DQGDOOSURIHVVLRQDOVDUHDZDUHRIWKLV¶ 
Case study area 2, third sector organisation 2A 
Sometimes there is a lack of communication between agencies, but that is 
something which can be worked upon, but most of the time it is very, very good. 
You are able to communicate with other agencies. 
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4.3.1 Professional and organisational barriers 
The designated policy leads reported four main barriers to responding to Forced 
Marriage. First, the vicious circle whereby a lack of familiarity with Forced Marriage, 
and a lack of training or engagement to address this, means frontline workers are 
sometimes unaware of the warning signs and symptoms. As one respondent put it: 
Second, and related to the first, it was apparent from responses that the reported 
absence of organisational experience in dealing with forced marriage cases, and 
the implications for local learning opportunities, could act to stall the development of 
local process and structures. 
Third, in some areas there was concern that some cases might fall between cracks 
of adult and child protection, where these two structures and their associated 
processes did not work closely together. Likewise, in interviews with most 
professionals it was clear that dealing with a forced marriage case was rare and 
therefore for most expertise had not developed: 
 
Finally, some respondents also cited a lack of appropriate services, both for 
psychological and legal support. 
  
Case study area 4, legal professional 4A 
Already the South Asian community is small, and within that is even smaller the 
proportion of people that are going to be affected by forced marriage, so I think 
you are even talking about a handful of people in Scotland. Because of that, 
EHFDXVHLW¶VQRWYHU\FRPPRQ,WKLQNGHDOLQJZLWKLWIRUSHRSOHWKDWKDYHWRGHDO
ZLWKLW¶VJRLQJWREHTXLHWDQRYHOWKLQJWRGHDOZLWK6RPHRIWKHPPLJKWQRWNQRZ
how to address it. 
Case study area 6, Policy Lead 
WKHUHSHRSOHKDYHVHHQLWWKH\VHHWKHYDOXHLQLW«SDUWRIWKHSUREOHPLVWKH\¶UH
not seeing it so it feels out there rather than here. 
Case study area 2, third sector organisation 2B 
µ,GRWKLQNWKHUHLVTXLWHDVHULRXVODFNLQWHUPVRIVHUYLFHSURYLVLRQDURXQGKRZWR
VXSSRUWSHRSOHZKRDUHLQWKDWVLWXDWLRQ« 
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Race anxiety 
Many professionals reported colleagues¶ discomfort about dealing with issues of 
race and culture, for fear of being labelled racist or culturally insensitive. This has 
EHHQWHUPHGµUDFHDQ[LHW\¶LQSUHYLRXVZRUN&KDQWOHUHWDO 
 
Several police officers also mentioned race anxiety: 
 
The quotes illustrate not only the discomfort, but also suggest that µrace anxiety¶ 
may impede accurate assessments. 
 
Multi-agency working 
As reported above, multi-agency working was generally reported as working well, 
but there were also a number of barriers identified to joint working. First, the issues 
identified above regarding race anxiety can impact negatively on co-working. 
Case study area 4, third sector organisation 4B 
Framing it as a cultural issue can be problematic and is not helpful ± it can silence 
people who fear they may be seen as being culturally insensitive or racist ± 
professionals have this anxiety. 
Case study area 4, legal professional 4A 
«when a practitioner is dealing with someone from a different community and 
culture, the\¶re not going to want to be non-3&RUVD\DQ\WKLQJWKDW¶VWDERR
the\¶UH going to want to be sensitive or be respectful to cultural sensitivity. A lot of 
them are scared of offending people or being culturally insensitive. 
Case study area 6, Police 
,WKLQN«SHRSOHDUHDOLWWOHELWIULJKWHQHGRIEHLQJFDOOHGUDFLVWDQGZKHQLWFRPHV
to dealing with, you know, particular religions and cultures, people are very 
IULJKWHQHGWRVWLFNWKHLUKDQGXSDQGVD\µ,WKLQNWKHUH¶VDFXOWXUDOWKLQJJRLQJRQ
KHUH¶EHFDXVHWKH\¶UHDIUDLGZHOOµ\RX¶UHMXVWVD\LQJWKDWEHFDXVHZH¶UH0XVOLP¶RU
µ\RX¶UHMXVWVD\LQJWKDWEHFDXVHZH¶UH,QGLDQ¶%XWWKHUH¶VGHILQLWHO\,WKLQNDQ
HOHPHQWRIWKDWH[LVWVDQG«DQGSHRSOHDUHPRUHZDU\WKDQWKH\VKRXOGEHLQ
WHUPVRIKLJKOLJKWLQJFRQFHUQVDQGLW¶VDYHU\FORVHGFRPPXQLW\DVZHOODQGFDQ
EHDVHFUHWLYHFRPPXQLW\« 
Case study area 4, third sector organisation 4C 
FHDURIUDFLVPLVDUDFLVWDWWLWXGHEHFDXVHHIIHFWLYHO\SURIHVVLRQDOV«DUJXHWKDW
,¶PQRWJRLQJWRLQWHUYHQHEHFDXVHLWORRNVOLNH,¶PJRLQJDJDLQVWyour culture, or 
HWKQLFLW\RUUHOLJLRQVRWKHUHDVRQLQJLVWKDW,¶PSUHSDUHGWRKHOSDZKLWHFKLOGEXW
not a child who is not white. 
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Second, the survey respondents reported that knowledge and training was often 
located only within one individual, rather than being shared collectively, and this 
acted as a barrier. Survey respondents suggested that improving inter-agency 
communication and relationships would assist in smoother, more effective 
responses. Third, it was clear that different agencies had a different status within 
multi-agency fora, which in some cases meant the third sector reported their 
contribution to be less valued than it perhaps ought to be. It was also reported that 
different agencies accorded forced marriage a different priority, leading to a 
difficulty in genuine partnerships. However, two key third sector agencies reported 
that their strongest links were with the police whilst relations with social work were 
weaker. Weaker relations between the police and social work were also discernible 
in one of the case study areas as reported by this police officer: 
Part of this tension also relates to the different styles of working with victims of 
forced marriage. For example, some social workers reported that the police were 
more inclined than they were to pursue a FMPO and/or criminal proceedings. 
Training 
Interviews with professionals strongly indicated their need for training, to allow them 
to better respond to forced marriage. A lack of awareness of legal interventions to 
protect victims of forced marriage was highlighted as a specific barrier to 
intervention. Protection leads discussed difficulties of filling training places for 
forced marriage, despite recognising the need for training. Many in the third sector 
reported the need for training for themselves: 
 
Those with experiences of working with forced marriage, including the police, also 
highlighted the need for training not only within the police force, but also of other 
professionals. This was echoed by some Scottish :RPHQ¶V$LGlocal organisations, 
who stated that forced marriage training should be mandatory for all statutory 
agencies and this was also indicated by at least one policy lead. 
:H¶UHDOVR«ZH¶UHWU\LQJYHU\GHVSHUDWHO\WRJHWDJRRGUHODWLRQVKLSZLWKVRFLDO
ZRUNDERXWWKHVHWKLQJVEXWWKDW¶VHDVLHUVDLGWKDQGRQHEHFDXVHRf their 
SURFHVVHV«DQGKRZWKH\ZRUN\RXNQRZZH¶UHVSHDNLQJWRVRPHRQHGLIIHUHQW
\RXNQRZZH¶YH«WKHLUUHIHUUDOSURFHVVLVMXVWTXLWHDGKRFVRLWGHSHQGVRQZKR
JHWVDUHIHUUDODQGZKDWWKHLUH[SHULHQFHDQGKRZWKH\¶UHXVHGWRGHDOLQJZLWKLW
because \RXNQRZIRUFHGPDUULDJHGRHVQ¶WDFWXDOO\IDOOXQGHUDQ\RIWKHLU
XPEUHOODVLI\RXOLNH«VRLW¶V«LW¶V«,WKLQNLW¶VTXLWHGLIILFXOWIRUWKHPWR«WRILJXUH
RXWZKR¶VEHVWWRGHDOZLWKVRPHWKLQJOLNHthat. 
We need more training and how each step is carried out within the protocol ± 
training given to all staff members so all staff members are confident and 
competent, knowing what to do and what steps to take. 
Case study area 2, third sector organisation 2A 
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When survey respondents were asked about barriers to responding to forced 
marriage and how organisational capacity in this area could be improved, many 
schools asked for more training, but also pointed out that heavy workloads make it 
difficult for staff to attend training. Some :RPHQ¶V$LGRUJDQLVDWLRQVKLJKOLJKWHGWKH
need for refresher training for themselves as well as others. Other respondents 
indicated the need for training, particularly in terms of identifying the signs of forced 
marriage, and suggested that this could possibly be embedded within other 
compulsory training, such as child protection. 
Inconsistent recording of forced marriage cases 
Of those 55 organisations who did respond to the survey question asking how their 
organisation classifies forced marriageµIRUFHGPDUULDJH¶was the most common 
term used (N=25), althougKµGRPHVWLFYLROHQFHDEXVH¶1 ), µKRQRXU-based 
FULPHYLROHQFH¶1 DQGµFKLOGSURWHFWLRQ¶1 ) also featured. Other indicators 
such as various types of abuse (e.g. emotional, sexual, and financial) were also 
listed, including female genital mutilation )*0$QXPEHURIµ1$¶UHVSRQVHVZHUH
JLYHQLQGLFDWLQJWKDWUHVSRQGHQWVGLGQ¶WFRQVLGHUIRUFHGPDUULDJHDUHOHYDQWLVVXe 
for their organisation. This could also be the case for the remaining 54 
organisations that did not provide any response. 
Of the 83 organisations who responded to the item regarding the recording of 
forced marriage cases, the majority (N=39) use a database, with 12 organisations 
relying solely on paper files. Just over a third (N=32) of respondents indicated that 
they either had no method of recording cases, or did not know how cases were 
recorded by their organisation. Staff also indicated that improving record-keeping 
would enable them to have a greater understanding and management of cases. 
4.3.2 Public awareness 
Some survey respondents identified public awareness raising as a means of 
enabling more victims to come forward, as a lack of public awareness maintains 
IRUFHGPDUULDJHDVDµKLGGHQSUREOHP¶6LPLOarly, in many of the interviews, 
professionals reported that a key barrier to working with forced marriage was the 
difficulties victims experience in reaching out for help alongside a lack of public 
awareness: 
 
This sentiment was echoed by others, who saw µFRPPXQLW\DZDUHQHVV¶RUSXEOLF
awareness as a preventive measure as well as potentially increasing recognition 
and reporting of forced marriage. In the interviews, fear of repercussions as a result 
of contacting agencies was recognised, and it was suggested that more public 
awareness not just about increasing awareness of forced marriage, but also as an 
opportunity to highlight what support is available and what the implications of 
accessing support are, would be helpful: 
:KDW¶VODFNLQJKHUHLVDPLGGOHVWHSDQGWKDWLVHGXFDWLQJDFRPPXQLW\
particularly elders, as to why such persuasion is not good, not only on a social 
aspect but also within their family. 
Case study area 4, legal professional 4B 
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This also accords with the accounts of some of the survivors, who were unaware of 
what help is available and whether their experiences warranted contacting the 
police or other agencies: 
Lack of trust was also identified as a major issue by both the police and social work, 
as communities¶ perceptions of these agencies might act as a barrier to reaching 
out: 
Similarly, social work also mentioned public perceptions, based on stereotypes of 
them as µWDNLQJFKLOGUHQRIISHRSOH¶, acted as a barrier to engagement. 
4.4 Examples of good practice 
There were many examples of good practice identifiable in local documentation 
and/or discussed in interviews by designated policy leads. These included the 
following components in local documentation: 
x clearly stated µone chance¶ checklists (all cases) 
x guidance for frontline workers and, separately, for their line managers (for 
example, case study area 2) 
x FOHDUDUWLFXODWLRQRIVLJQVV\PSWRPVDQGFRPPRQO\HQFRXQWHUHGµH[FXVHV¶IRU
Forced Marriage (for example case study 3). 
,WKLQNLW¶VMXVW«LW¶V«YHU\GLIILFXOW,WKLQNIRUZRPHQWRUHSRUWLWDQG,WKLQN
VRPHWLPHVLW¶VGLIILFXOWIRUZRPHQWRHYHQUHFRJQLVHWKDWWKH\¶UHLQDQDEXVLYH
VLWXDWLRQ«RUWKDWWKHUHLVDQ\WKLQJWKDWFDQEHGRQHWRKHOSWKHP,WKLQNWKH\¶UH 
so frightened of the honour based violence that you know, if they were to 
OHDYH«RUWU\WROHDYHRUWU\WRLQVRPHZD\GLVUXSWZKDW¶VKDSSHQLQJ\RXNQRZ
not only are they threatened, but their family, their younger siblings might be 
threatened and people LQRWKHUFRXQWULHVPLJKWEHWKUHDWHQHGDQG,WKLQNLW¶VVR
LQFUHGLEO\GLIILFXOWIRUWKHPWRNQRZZKHUHWRJR« 
Case study area 6, Police 
7KHUHDVRQ,GLGQ¶WWKLQNRIFRQWDFWLQJWKHSROLFH, EHFDXVHKRQHVWO\,GLGQ¶WWKLQNLW
was a matter the police would have dealt with, EHFDXVHLWZDVQ¶WWKDWP\SDUHQWV
were shipping me off to [south-$VLDQFRXQWU\@WRJHWPDUULHGWKH\ZHUHQ¶WKROGLQJ
a gun to my head. I know that sounds a bit extreme but, RUWKHZHGGLQJZDVQ¶W
WDNLQJSODFHWKHQH[WGD\«,GLGQ¶WWKLQNRILWEHLQJDPDWWHUWKHSROLFHZRXOGJHW
ZLWKEHFDXVH,ZDVQ¶WLWZDVMXVWWKHUHZDVQRHYLGHQFHQRSURRIWKDWWKLVZDV
actually happening. 
Survivor 3 
«WKHUHLVDGLVWUXVW«DPLVWUXVW>ZLWK@«SDUWLFXODUHWKQLFFRPPXQLWLHVLQUHODWLRQ
WRHQJDJLQJZLWKWKHSROLFHDQG,¶YHH[SHULHQFHGWKDWERWKILUVWKDQGDQG
consequently in my currenWUROHZKHUHWKH\ZRQ¶WQHFHVVDULO\ZRQ¶WZDQWWRWUXVW
you. 
Police Scotland B (multiple areas) 
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In terms of more discursive examples, good practice included: 
x meaningful connections between leads for child and adult protection and for 
violence against women, for example, joint production of documents and local 
policies (particularly in case study areas 2 and 4) 
x proactive engagement with third sector organisations 
x a proactive approach to learning from cases and to reviewing local process 
accordingly (for example, case study areas 2,4 and 6) 
x a stated intention to learn from other local authorities (case study 3). 
At a practice level, some practitioners, especially in some of the Scottish :RPHQ¶V
Aid organisations illustrated a sophisticated level of awareness and engagement 
with issues of forced marriage and recalled a number of cases where they had 
effectively supported victims of forced marriage. Statutory agencies such as police 
officers and social workers also discussed cases where effective support had been 
offered. All these cases illustrated an understanding of the complexity of individual 
cases of forced marriage, an accurate assessment of risk and the tension between 
supporting the victims in a victim-centred, person-centred way and using the 
legislation to support victims. Survivors reported that they had received excellent 
support from third sector organisations; their accounts of other agencies were more 
mixed (see Chapter 6 for details). 
Summary 
Professionals interviewed showed a sound understanding of forced marriage, but 
those with direct experience of supporting victims of forced marriage had a deeper 
and more insightful understanding which highlighted forced marriage as a process 
UDWKHUWKDQDQµHYHQW¶0RVWSURIHVVLRQDOVZHUHDZDUHWKDWIRUFHGPDUULDJHWRRN
place in a range of communities, but it was seen as largely affecting South Asian 
communities in Scotland. The majority of professionals interviewed had little direct 
experience of supporting victims of forced marriage, but those that did had 
developed greater skills and understanding of forced marriage. This was reflected 
at a policy level where there were differing levels of ownership and maturity of 
forced marriage policy and where a focus on learning from forced marriage cases 
was identified as a means of improving responsiveness. In both the policy analysis 
element of the study and in interviews with professionals, participants drew heavily 
from the Scottish Government multi-agency guidance on forced marriage. 
A wide range of practice interventions are currently offered to support victims of 
forced marriage, most commonly one-to-one support, central to which is risk 
assessment and safety planning. Person-centred approaches were often utilised, 
and the need for therapeutic and practical support was also highlighted. Two 
agencies interviewed offered mediation, despite the Scottish multi-agency guidance 
making it clear that mediation should not be attempted in forced marriage cases. In 
terms of the outcome of the various types of support offered, nearly half of survey 
respondents reported that the support offered was effective, though a further 32% 
were unsure of its effectiveness. 
Reported bDUULHUVWRUHVSRQGLQJWRIRUFHGPDUULDJHLQFOXGHGµUDFHDQ[LHW\¶a need 
for more robust local authority procedures for supporting victims of forced marriage 
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in some areas (see also related section on onus of responsibility); and multi-agency 
working (despite multi-agency working generally being described very positively). 
The barriers in relation to multi agency work included competing priorities and 
processes with some agencies having more power than others and not always 
utilising the expertise available via specialist organisations. A need for further 
regular training and learning opportunities on forced marriage was also identified as 
a barrier to responding effectively to forced marriage, despite forced marriage 
training being widely available. Perhaps more significantly, the survey results, 
policy analysis in some areas and interviews with some professionals suggest that 
a number of agencies and areas do not consider forced marriage a relevant issue 
for their organisation. A need for increased public awareness was also cited as 
PDLQWDLQLQJIRUFHGPDUULDJHDVDµKLGGHQ¶SUREOHP 
There are examples of good practice at both a policy and practice level including 
meaningful connections between child and adult protection leads and violence 
against women leads in some areas; proactive learning, person-centred support 
and in-depth expertise on forced marriage. Survivors reported that they had 
received excellent support from third sector organisations; their accounts of other 
agencies were more mixed.  
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5: The impact of civil and criminal legislation 
for forced marriage 
In efforts to respond to forced marriage the Scottish Government has introduced 
both civil and criminal legislation relating to forced marriage. The Forced Marriage 
etc (Protection and Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Act 2011 provides civil protection in the 
form of Forced Marriage Protection Orders (FMPO) for those at risk of forced 
marriage as well as those already in forced marriages. Breaching a FMPO is a 
criminal offence. A specific criminal offence of forcing someone to marry in 
Scotland was created under section 122 of the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and 
Policing Act 2014 and came into force on 30th September 2014. 
5.1 Civil legislation 
A substantial minority of professionals interviewed reported that they did not have 
much information about potential civil remedies: 
 
However, when the legislation was explained, most professionals interviewed 
supported the creation of civil legislation. Most of these respondents also said they 
would routinely inform victims of forced marriage of FMPOs, although respondents 
also reported that this should be done in a sensitive manner, where appropriate 
rather than routinely. Just under half (47%) of organisations who participated in the 
survey and who provided forced marriage support reported that FMPOs were 
discussed, and discussed successfully, with victims; however 20% indicated they 
were not discussed at all. One organisation indicated that they were discussed but 
rarely successfully and just over a quarter (27%) felt unsure as to whether they 
were discussed or not. One organisation took the view that: 
 
But generally, the respondents reported that a FMPO is a positive tool of support 
not only for the safety of the victims, but as a resource for practitioners. One 
respondent described it as: 
,GRQ¶WNQRZDORWDERXWWKDW, no. 
Case study area 2, third sector organisation 2A 
I am aware of it, but I have not fully read it. 
Case study area 2, third sector organisation 2D 
If we can support a woman without a FMPO, we will. 
Case study area 5, third sector organisation 5B 
«EULOOLDQW«GHWHUUHQWIRUSDUHQWVDQGµVDIHW\QHW¶IRUYLFWLPV. 
Case study area 5, third sector organisation 5B 
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The )032¶VFDSDFLW\WRDFWDVDµsafety net¶ was central to one survivor who did 
lodge an FMPO. Her family members have challenged it, and at the point of the 
interview the case was still ongoing, but she reported feeling more protected having 
the interim order in place: 
 
Other survivors also largely supported civil remedies 
 
Service providers generally spoke of victims being routinely informed about 
FMPOs, but being reluctant to pursue it: 
 
However, most survivors were concerned about elements that included 
criminalisation (discussed below). In general, there was widespread support for civil 
remedies, but those who had experience of the process discussed a number of 
difficulties of implementation. 
Difficulties of implementation 
Whilst the idea of civil legislation was widely welcomed, its implementation raised 
several issues that act as a deterrent to using the legislation. Interviews with 
professionals showed that it is a minority of organisations who have experience of 
dealing with forced marriage, and these professionals articulated a nuanced and 
sophisticated view of the civil legislation. In particular, reference was made to the 
decision in the case of The City of Edinburgh Council v S (Sheriff Court, Edinburgh, 
3 March 20155), which was thought to make it more difficult to bring future cases 
forward. One SDUWLFLSDQW¶VUHDGLQJRIWKHMXGJHPHQW was that it shifted the evidential 
threshold required in civil legislation to the test applied in criminal proceedings, and 
                                         
5
 https://www.scotcourts.gov.uk/search-judgments/judgment?id=87a9cca6-8980-69d2-b500-ff0000d74aa7 
,ZRXOGKDYHFRQVLGHUHGLWEHFDXVH,UHDOO\GLGQ¶WZDQWWRJHWPDUULHG«but I might 
KDYHHYHQWKUHDWHQHGP\SDUHQWVZLWKLWVD\LQJµOLVWHQ,GRQ¶WZDQWWRGRWKLVDQG
WKHUH¶VOHJLVODWLRQ¶,WKLQN 
Survivor 2 
>LQUHODWLRQWR)032V@2KWKDW¶VUHDOO\JRRG,PHDQWKDWLVUHDOO\JRRG$WOHDVWLW¶V
the law going to deal ZLWKWKHPVRWKHFKLOGGRHVQ¶WKDYHWRPDUU\ 
Survivor 6 
IWIHHOVDORWVDIHUMXVWKDYLQJWKHLQWHULPRUGHU,REYLRXVO\GRQ¶WOLNHWKDWLW¶V
temporary but it does help quite a lot. 
Survivor 5 
6KHZDVEDIIOHGE\LWDWWKHVWDUW6KHGLGQ¶WZDQWDQ\WKLQJOHJDODJDLQVWKHUIDPLO\
and then obviously with it making them aware where she was liYLQJVKHGLGQ¶W
want it either. 
Case study area 2, third sector organisation 2A 
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that it minimised the violence experienced by the women because of cultural 
framing of this behaviour. It was argued that this would probably make it more 
difficult for local authorities to apply for FMPOs. 
 
This suggests that how the civil legislation is interpreted is central to its successful 
up-take. Given the difficulties that victims have in coming forward and in pursuing 
legal remedies, a refusal to grant an order or an interim order on the basis of 
insufficient evidence, as well as potentially not stopping that forced marriage going 
ahead, may also deter victims from pursuing legal remedies in the future. Some 
respondents were of the view that that too high a threshold has been applied for 
sufficient evidence to grant a FMPO, and that this is due to some legal 
professionals conceptualising forced marriage as an event rather than a process of 
µJURRPLQJ¶RUVRFLDOLVDWLRQ 
 
Finding an experienced solicitor was also an issue for Survivor 5, whose situation 
was complicated by her immigration status: 
 
  
The biggest flaw we have around our understanding of forced marriage and how 
the law has been used in specific cases, particularly the legal profession¶s 
understanding, is that they are too focused on a wedding, DQGZHGRQ¶WVHHULVNDV
a wedding. Because they are saying µwhere is the groom"¶ and µwhere is the 
bride"¶ and µwhen is the wedding date"¶ and I find that highly problematic. But I 
think social workers, and to some extent police officers, are increasingly able, 
where they have had some intervention and discussion on it, able to look at FM 
more as a process rather than an event. 
Case study area 4, third sector organisation 4B 
Survivor 5 
We were still trying to get things moving for the Forced Marriage Protection Order. 
,WKLQNDOVREHFDXVHP\VROLFLWRUZDVQ¶WH[SHULHQFHGDERXWPDWWHUVand I think 
there were very few cases at the time so very few people had knowledge about 
Forced Marriage Protection Order as well, so most of the time were trying to find a 
JRRGVROLFLWRUZKR«ZKRNQHZDERXWWKH)RUFHG0DUULDJH3URWHFWLRQ2UGHU 
They [social workers] would be very nervous to use the law, because the test 
DSSOLHGLVµEH\RQGUHDVRQDEOHGRXEW¶UDWKHUWKDQµEDODQFHRISUREDELOLWLHV¶, and also 
from a very cultural perspective rather than a GBV perspective. 
Case study area 4, third sector organisation 4B 
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Other professionals discussed that: 
 
Others doubted the legal process and judicial understanding of forced marriage: 
 
Onus of responsibility 
The multi-agency statutory guidance on forced marriage makes it clear that local 
authorities have an obligation to offer support to those experiencing forced 
marriage. However, it appears that some local authorities are unwilling to discharge 
their duties as Relevant Third Parties under the forced marriage legislation, or are 
QRWDZDUHWKDWWKH\GRLQIDFWKDYHVXFKGXWLHV5HVSRQGHQWV¶H[SHULHQFHLVWKDW
local authorities are only willing to become involved in seeking a FMPO through the 
courts, or offer support, where they are compelled to intervene under other existing 
statutory obligations, namely those involving child and adult protection. Responses 
under other statutes are taking precedence over responses due under the forced 
marriage legislation. 
The survey component of the study revealed that most reported cases of forced 
marriage in Scotland involved people over 16, so processes to support adult victims 
of forced marriage are crucial. The Adult Support and Protection (Scotland) Act 
2007 stipulates the roles and responsibilities of all agencies regarding adult 
protection, but each local Adult Protection Committee is responsible for developing 
their own guidance and training. SectioQRIWKHDFWGHILQHVµDGXOWVDWULVN¶ 
as adults who i) are unable to safeguard their own well-being, property rights or 
other interests; ii) are at risk of harm; and iii) because they are affected by disability, 
mental disorder, illness or physical or mental infirmity, are more vulnerable to being 
harmed than adults who are not so affected. All three criteria have to be met to 
trigger access to adult protection. 
 
A number of interviews with professionals and the policy analysis illustrated a lack 
of robust local authority procedures for supporting adult victims of forced marriage 
who have capacity (i.e. who do not meet the criteria to trigger access to adult 
protection). 
There needs to be an easier pathway to implement the legislation, because right 
QRZLWUHTXLUHVXPSWHHQPHHWLQJVQXPHURXVPHHWLQJVWRGHFLGHZKR¶VJRLQJIRUD
FMPO. So for me it should be as easy as getting a children's order but it's not. 
Case study area 5, third sector organisation 5B 
Case study area 5, Police 
,W¶VYHU\YHU\GLIILFXOW«WKHUH¶VFULWHULDWKDWKDYHWREHILOOHGDVIDUDVVRFLDOZRUN
are concerned and your typical, if you can call it that, forced marriage victim, will 
SUREDEO\QRWWLFNFRUUHFWFULWHULDIRUWKDW«LILW¶VDQDGXlt I mean. 
Even if we get it all the way to court, what is the understanding of the judge? 
Case Study area 5, third sector organisation 5B 
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Forced marriage per se does not, of course, elicit an automatic adult protection 
response, unless the legislative criteria of the 2007 Act are met. However, a 
common perception was that the local authority would only intervene in cases of 
forced marriage where an adult lacked capacity or where a child was being forced 
into marriage. ,PSRUWDQWO\WKHµFDSDFLW\¶, or otherwise, of a person at risk of forced 
marriage should not be seen as a barrier to local authority intervention, as to do so 
would further undermiQHWKRVHDWULVN7KHLVVXHRIµFDSDFLW\¶ in this sense is, in 
fact, immaterial since local authorities already have the power to act in relation to 
adults with capacity, under the Relevant Third Party provisions of the Forced 
Marriage legislation.  
+RZHYHUDIHZSDUWLFLSDQWVDOVRGLVFXVVHGWKDWRQH¶VFDSDFLW\WRFRQVHQWWRD
forced marriage might be compromised even without other risk factors. Both the 
professionals quoted below had direct experience of supporting a victim of forced 
marriage, and were arguing for a different understanding of capacity than that 
stipulated in the 2007 Act: 
 
However, as illustrated above, there is confusion about what the appropriate local 
authority response should be towards victims of forced marriage, despite the forced 
marriage legislation being clear that local authorities are empowered to intervene 
under the Relevant Third Party provisions. The misconception that local authorities 
can intervene only if there are child or adult protection matters needs to be 
addressed as a matter of priority. The current situation leaves the onus of 
responsibility for pursuing a FMPO either with another third party to apply on their 
behalf and meet the costs, or, in the majority of cases, with the victim. Hence, if the 
local authority considers that it has no locus to act in terms of adult protection and 
the adult at risk of forced marriage is ineligible for civil legal aid to pay for their 
application, then they will be required to pursue the FMPO personally (albeit with 
the opportunity to access support in doing so from the various organisations 
mentioned),QHVVHQFHWKH\ZLOOEHµlargely on their own¶ as explained by this 
police officer: 
Case study area 4, third sector organisation 4B 
Does this person have capacity to consent in the context of her family? 
Case study area 5, social worker 
«LW¶VDGLIIHUHQWVFHQDULRLW¶VQRWOLNHWKHSHUVRQ¶VQRWDEOHWRPDNHDGHFLVLRQ
OLNH«\RXNQRZODFNLQJFDSDFLW\«ZKDWWKH\¶UHKDYLQJWRGRLVWRWXUQWKHLU
ZKROH«XSEULQJLQJXSVLGHGRZQDQGVD\µ,FDQQRORQJHUEH«IRUFHGLQWRFHUWDin 
VLWXDWLRQVWKDW,GRQ¶WZDQW«WKH\¶UHJRLQJDJDLQVWWKHIDPLO\WKHUH¶VQRWLRQVWKDW
WKH\¶YHEHHQEURXJKW«RIGLVKRQRXULQJWKHIDPLO\«FRPSOHWHO\DOLHQWRWKHPWRGR
WKDW«,WKLQNLW¶VDIDUPRUHGLIILFXOWVLWXDWLRQIRUDQDGXOWWKDQDQRUPDO«\RXNQRZ
lack RIFDSDFLW\DV«,ZRXOGORRNDWLWZKHUHVRPHRQHFDQ¶WGHFLGHRQDGHFLVLRQ 
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At a time when victims are feeling vulnerable and when it appears that legal 
expertise in this field is relatively new, the notion that a victim might pursue a FMPO 
on their own is doubtful. In a similar vein, interviews with professionals highlighted 
that any breaches of FMPOs have to be acted upon by the victim in terms of re-
contacting the relevant authorities. The following quote advocates the importance of 
being aware of the elements of actual or implied force, threats, manipulation and 
control, enabling earlier intervention and support. 
Given the identified lack of public awareness of forced marriage, it is difficult to 
envisage victims coming forward and self-identifying as victims of forced marriage 
in this context. 
As emphasised above local authorities already have the power to act in relation to 
adults with capacity, under the Relevant Third Party provisions of the Forced 
Marriage legislation. Therefore, one potential way of ensuring that these powers are 
exercised consistently would be to strengthen the existing forced marriage statutory 
guidance, to make it clear that local authorities are obligated to provide support 
(legal or other) when any adult or child at risk of forced marriage is identified. This 
should include cases where the adult concerned has capacity, and also those 
where the adult concerned does not want to proceed to a FMPO, but does require 
other forms of support: emotional support and safety. 
Maintaining confidentiality 
One survivor reported that, while she was pursuing a FMPO, her family had 
succeeded in extracting information about the survivor, including her whereabouts, 
from statutory sector professionals involved in her case. This example serves as a 
reminder to uphold the highest professional standards and to recognise the lengths 
to which perpetrators of forced marriage will go to undermine the victim. If the victim 
is pursuing a FMPO under her own steam, then the application for the Order, as 
part of the court process mean that documents sent to the perpetrators and their 
lawyers, will reveal her address, unless the solicitor is sufficiently aware, or is so 
instructed by the victim, and possibly the organisation supporting her, (depending 
on their own understanding of legal process and organisational-generated risk) to 
put her address as c/o the solicitor. Failure to understand the need for 
FRQILGHQWLDOLW\DQGWRµWKLQNRXWVLGH¶ routine procedures when dealing with forced 
«DVWXPEOLQJSRLQWIRUIHPDOHVZKRKDYHFDSDFLW\«LVWKDWWKH\«KDYHWR
DSSO\«PDNHWKDWDSSOLFDWLRQRQWKHLURZQ«LQWKHLURZQQDPH«DQGILQDQFHLW 
Case study area 4, Police 
The bigger UHDVRQLVSUREDEO\WKDWSHRSOHGRQ¶WXQGHUVWDQGWKHULVNDQGKRZ
forced marriage plays itself out and also we are still in an environment where it is 
RQO\ZKHQWKH\RXQJSHUVRQRUWKHDGXOWDWULVNVD\Vµ,¶PDWULVN¶WKDW¶VZKHQ
people are getting involved so they find it easier when the child is defining it and 
its more complicated or difficult to see the continuum of control and abuse that 
leads to and that is not happening yet and if that was recognised we might use 
the legislation better. 
Case study area 4, third sector 
organisation 4B 
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marriage and information sharing increases risk to WKHYLFWLP¶Vsafety and well-
being. 9LFWLPV¶FRQFHUQVDERXWWKHSRWHQWLDOIRUFRQILGHQWLDOLW\WREe compromised 
therefore represent a further barrier to them pursuing FMPOs. 
5.2 Criminal legislation 
Most respondents from the interviews with professionals described the criminal 
legislation as a positive step forward in tackling forced marriage: 
Survivor 5, who had an interim order FMPO, also advocated criminalisation, 
particularly as an instrument of last resort: 
However, respondents also reported that the move to criminalise carries risks and 
new dangers for victims. For instance, some respondents reported that 
criminalisation will not increase the number of victims coming forward: 
 
7KHPDMRULW\RIVHUYLFHSURYLGHUVGLVFXVVHGYLFWLPV¶reluctance to use legal 
measures, and this was echoed by most of the survivors (apart from Survivor 5), 
who described their views on criminalisation as µGHILQLWel\QRW¶6XUYLYRU The 
potential criminalisation of perpetrators, which are most likely to be parents, was 
reported as the main issue: 
It shows that the government are taking the matter seriously, that they are in tune 
with the minority population, that they understand certain issues 
Case study area 4, legal professional 4A 
,WKLQNLW¶VNLQGRIDJRRGLGHDEHFDXVH,KRSHDQG,GRQ¶Wwant anyone to be put 
behind bars but just making it a civil case, giving them a fine or something like that, 
LW¶VQRWUHDOO\JRLQJWRVWRSWKHP,WKLQNZKHQ\RX¶YHH[KDXVWHGHYHU\RWKHURSWLRQ
WKHQWKDW¶VWKHRQO\RSWLRQ\RXKDYHOHIW« 
Survivor 5 
)RUFHGPDUULDJHVKRXOGQ
WEHFULPLQDOLVHG«ZHGRQ
WWKLQNLWZLOOEULQJDQ\PRUH
people forward 
Case study area 5, third sector organisation 5B 
The danger is when you criminalise something, particularly something of this sort, 
that it tends to go underground a lot more. The majority of victims that are going to 
come forward, their perpetrators are going to be, for example, parents or 
guardians or elderly, siblings and it could be very difficult for victims to speak up. 
Case Study area 4, legal professional 4B 
«LW¶VYHU\GLIILFXOWWRJHWDQ\RQHWRDFWXDOO\WHOO\RXWKDWWKDW LVZKDW¶VKDSSHQLQJWR
them purely because they know that someone in their family or whatever is going 
WREHFULPLQDOLVHGIRUWKDW$QGWKDW¶s where the difficulty comes in. 
Case Study area 5, Police 
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Survivors were generally supportive of some form of legal protection, but were not 
convinced that criminalisation is an appropriate response or something that victims 
would consider, due the ramifications of pursuing this. Referring to civil protection, 
this survivor reported that she would have used it: 
But in relation to criminalisation, she continues: 
 
Other than such pressure, both professionals and survivors mentioned the fear of 
ostracisation and isolation as a barrier to using forced marriage criminal legislation. 
Summary 
There was widespread support for civil remedies for dealing with Forced Marriage 
from professionals interviewed and survivors. A number of issues were identified 
with regard to the implementation of civil remedies. These related to: 
i) DODFNRIFRQVHQVXVDERXWZKDWFRQVWLWXWHVµVXIILFLHQW¶HYLGHQFHWRMXVWLI\JUDQWLQJ
a Forced Marriage Protection Order 
ii) the onus of responsibility being placed on the victim, particularly where the victim 
is an adult who does not meet the criteria for accessing adult protection 
iii) confidentiality of the victim not always being maintained 
In relation to criminalisation, most professionals interviewed thought it sent a strong 
message to the public that forced marriage was unacceptable in Scotland. 
However, many professionals also raised concerns about the potential for forced 
marriage to µgo underground¶ as victims would not wish to criminalise their families. 
It is too early to say whether this position is justified. All survivors welcomed legal 
protection but most were not supportive of criminalisation. However, one survivor 
Can I prosecute my mum? Can I prosecute my dad? Can I face the fact that my 
dad might go to prison? 
Case study area 2, third sector organisation 2A 
%HFDXVH\RXORYHWKHP\RXNQRZWKHUH¶VQRZD\\RX¶UHJRQQD,GRQ¶WNQRZSXW
a criminal record against them or want to do something that will, you know, they 
get letters through the courts or anything. 
Survivor 1 
Whereas the prison thing«,¶PWKLQNLQJLWIURPP\HPRWLRQDOOHQV\RXGRQ¶WZDQW
SHRSOHWKDW\RXFDUHIRUWREHVHQWWRSULVRQ«%HFDXVH\RX¶UHLQWKDWJURXS\RX¶UH
JRLQJWREHIHHOSUHVVXUHIURPWKHP«HYHU\ERG\VD\LQJµGRQ¶WGRWKDWGRQ¶WGR
that¶. 
Survivor 3 
An Act where it would make an offence for them to take me out of the country, I 
would definitely, I would have gone for that. 
Survivor 3 
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who had pursued an FMPO stated that criminal procedures should be used, but 
only as a last resort. 
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6: Help-seeking and impact of forced 
marriage on survivors 
This chapter presents the experiences of the eight survivors of forced marriage who 
were interviewed for the study. To protect anonymity of participants, most of the 
identifying features of the survivors (all women) have been removed. Ethnicity is 
referred to as South Asian rather than Indian, Pakistani etc. and place names in the 
UK have also been removed. The participants are referred to as Survivor 1 etc. 
rather than with pseudonyms. Children are referred to in non-gender specific ways 
and ages are also concealed.  
Seven women with experiences of forced marriage participated in the study. Their 
ages ranged from 21 to 49 years. All were from South Asian families. The spousal 
partners were also South Asian but from different countries of origin. Most of the 
women had children. Of the eight women, three women managed to escape before 
the marriage happened. In this context we refer to these women as having escaped 
the forced marriage and the other five as having WKHPDUULDJHµFRQWUDFWHG¶ZKLFK
means the marriage and wedding ceremony took place. One of the women was 
forced to marry twice. The women were married from age 14 to age 25. One of the 
women was seeking asylum in Scotland. 
Of the eight women, most were from England and fled to Scotland for safety 
UHDVRQVDQGWKHPDMRULW\RIFDVHVZHUHKLVWRULF2QO\WZRRIWKHZRPHQ¶V
experiences fell between the time-line of our project 2011-2014. However, given the 
range of experiences and that most of the women were now receiving, or recently 
UHFHLYHGVXSSRUWIURPZRPHQ¶VVHFWRURUJDQLVDWLRQVWKHLUH[SHULHQFHVZHUHVWLOO
very relevant to informing understanding of this issue. It is also worth reporting that 
for all the women it is more appropriate to consider their experiences of forced 
marriage as a pattern of events rather than as a discrete act of being made to 
marry someone. All the women experienced severe and prolonged abuse, violence 
and control including psychological abuse, torture, imprisonment, isolation, sexual 
violence, control and surveillance. 
6.1 Survivor experiences of accessing formal and informal support 
Most of the interviews with survivors reveal many missed opportunities for offering 
help and intervention to protect them from forced marriage. Most of these 
experiences occurred prior to 2011 and most of the women were living in England 
at the time of their forced marriage and escaped to Scotland for safety. 
Nevertheless this data RIIHUVDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJIURPVXUYLYRUV¶SHUVSHFWLYHV
accessing formal and informal support. The quotes below illustrate the range of 
formal and informal support that the women accessed. Some survivors turned to 
family and friends, others contacted statutory services, and some women did not 
contact anyone for help. The reasons for not seeking help from agencies were 
mostly either due to fears about confidentiality and inappropriate responses, or not 
realising that help was available and that they qualified for help. 
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Of the eight survivors, six of them received support from third sector organisations 
in Scotland, and these six women all reported this help to be of critical importance. 
Five of the women were put into contact with the third sector organisation by 
statutory services (which included a school counsellor, police, social services, and 
a GP), and the sixth woman self-referred. Almost all the help received which was 
perceived DVVXFFHVVIXOZDVIURPWKLUGVHFWRUZRPHQ¶VRUJDQLVDWLRQVDOWKRXJK
there are also some positive examples of statutory service involvement. 
Friends and family 
Friends and family responses varied from helpful to unsupportive. For example, 
Survivor 2 only accessed help after she revealed to her friend that her husband was 
keeping her imprisoned, and the friend issued an ultimatum that either she contact 
the police to report that she was being kept captive or her friend would do so on her 
behalf. Survivor 2 had also asked her family for help, but this served to reinforce the 
pressure she had originally experienced in resisting the marriage: 
In contrast, ZKHQ6XUYLYRUWROGKHUIULHQGZKDWZDVKDSSHQLQJKHUIULHQG¶V
response was to confirm that this was a common experience for a lot of the girls in 
their community. The normalisation of this experience meant, for Survivor 7, an 
acceptance of the inevitability of it: 
  
,GLGQ¶WUHDOO\JRWRDQ\RQH«,WKLQN,MXVWWKRXJKW,¶PGRLng something wrong, I 
GLGQ¶WWKLQNWKH\ZHUHGRLQJVRPHWKLQJZURQJLWZDVOLNe I was doing something 
ZURQJ¶ 
Survivor 1 
So that just made me call the police, I called the police and then the police came 
up and then I just took my belongings and I just went and stayed with my friends 
and I told my parents that he was being controlling and hitting me and not being 
QLFHWRPH«6RWKH\>SDUHQWV@FDme across from [country] and they tried to diffuse 
WKHVLWXDWLRQDQGWKH\EDVLFDOO\WROGPHWKDWLI,ZDVDJRRGZLIHWKHQKHZRXOGQ¶W
hit me, basically, you know, it was up to me to change my behaviour so that he 
ZRXOGQ¶WKLWPH$QGWKHQWKH\>SDUHQWV@Zent back to [country] and then they 
ZDQWHGPHWRJREDFNDQGOLYHZLWKKLPEXW,ZDVQ¶WKDYLQJDQ\RILW 
Survivor 2 
,WROGP\IULHQG%XW«,WKLQNWKDWDORWRI$VLDQSHRSOHZKHUH,OLYH«WKH\VWDUW
getting their daughters married. So our friends, my friend that I was talking to she 
VDLGµ,¶PLQWKHVDPHVLWXDWLRQ¶6RWKHUHZDVDORWRISHRSOHLQWKHVDPHVLWXDWLRQ
as me, but some people got away, some people ran away before they went to 
[south Asian country], some people got married but left their partners. 
Survivor 7 
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Statutory services 
Mixed reports were received of interactions with statutory services. Some survivors 
were not aware of any help at the time of their forced marriage as these were up to 
20 years ago and support was minimal: 
 
Survivor 4 experienced abuse from her brutally violent husband for nearly 20 years 
after her forced marriage. Despite the abuse and violence her family warned her 
not to tell anyone what was happening for fear of bringing shame onto herself and 
her family. However, after a particularly violent attack it was the police who 
recognised that something was wrong and pursued it: 
 
Survivor 5 was originally studying with a student visa in another UK country and 
then to escape the forced marriage she came to Scotland. The trauma of her 
experience led to mental ill-health and when the police found her, following an 
attempted suicide, they got her admitted to a mental health institution where she 
stayed for a number of months. She reported feeling safe and cared for when in the 
institution as she had a team of support including medical professionals, social 
workers and police: 
 
1RZ,NQRZWKHUH¶VOLNHVRUWRIVHUYLFHVWKDWSURYLGLQJUHIXJHVSDFHSURYLGLQJ
VXSSRUWIRUJLUOV\RXNQRZWKH\¶UHPDNLQJVXUHWKHJLUOVDUHNHSWVDIH<RXNQRZ
DWWKDWWLPH,GLGQ¶WNQRZWKDWZDVDYDLODEOH «2EYLRXVO\DWWKDWWLPHWKHUHZDVQ¶W
a forced marriage helpline or anything who you could talk to. The Government I 
GRQ¶WWKLQNWRRk it so seriously at that time. 
Survivor 1 
,ZDVVRVFDUHGIRUWHOOLQJDQ\ERG\WKDW,MXVWWRRNLWDQGWRRNLWDQGSOXV,FRXOGQ¶W
EHFDXVHDQ\WLPH,WROGP\IDPLO\WKH\¶GVD\µEHTXLHWEHFDXVHSHRSOHZLOOVD\
WKLVDQGSHRSOHZLOOVD\WKDW¶«$QGWKHQZKDWKDSSHQHGLVWKDWKHKLWPHKH
beated me up so badly, he tried to kill me and he got my hand, my throat and he 
slit my wrist, my hand, so the police had to come. So when the police come they 
asked me, but I told them I did it myself, but you know, looking at, look, the police 
NQRZWKH\¶UHQRWVWXSLGVRZKHQWKH\ORRNHGDWHYHU\WKLQJWKH\VDLGµQRWKHUH¶V
VRPHWKLQJJRLQJRQKHUH¶VRWKH\FDOOHGWKHVRFLDOVHUYLFHVLQDQGWKHQWKDW¶V
when I started to talk a little bit. 
Survivor 4 
You feel protected to have so many people, just to know you have so many people 
looking after you, you feel protected. 
Survivor 5 
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However, she experienced a number of breaches of her confidentiality, with her 
telephone number and subsequent address being passed to her parents despite 
explicit guidance that there was to be no contact with parents or other family 
members. It is not known who breached this confidentiality as she was being 
supported by health service professionals, social work and the police. Despite this, 
she reported receiving a high level of care, but that the statutory professionals who 
were supporting her did not know how to proceed with her care: 
 
,QFRQWUDVW6XUYLYRU¶VH[SHULHQFH with medical professionals was not so 
successful. Her experiences were in England and a few years prior to Survivor 5, 
but in this case her husband and his family convinced the health visitor that after 
the birth of both children she did not need any health intervention, and falsely 
claimed that they were WKHYLFWLP¶Vown mother and immediate family and would 
provide her with care. As a consequence, when she did try to disclose the forced 
marriage, violence, abuse, child abuse, neglect and control, KHUKXVEDQG¶VIDPLO\
convinced them that she had mental health problems and was herself the source 
and instigator of the problem. 
Survivor 7 was 15 when she was taken out of school and forced into a marriage in 
a south Asian country. None of the school staff inquired into her whereabouts, 
because not only  had she been told not to tell the teachers what was happening  
but was taken abroad during the school the summer holidays when her non-
attendance at school would not be noticed. However, Survivor 7 discussed the 
deep impact this had on her and her fHHOLQJVRIEHLQJµXQZDQWHG¶ 
 
  
My psychiatrist was very nice and the police officer as well. Because I was here on 
a student visa it was a bit tricky as well to know what to do, and to where I would 
go as well, if I waVGLVFKDUJHGIURPKRVSLWDO6RWKDW¶VZK\WKH\NHSWPHLQKRVSLWDO
for that time, because they knew I was a vulnerable adult. 
Survivor 5 
1R,PHDQZHGLGQ¶WFRPHEDFNWRVFKRRO,WKLQNE\WKHWLPHZHFRPHEDFN
VFKRROZDVDOORYHU,PHDQ,WKLQNWKDW¶VZK\I was more hurt, the fact that no-one 
come looking for me, you know a doctor, no-one and I was really, really hurt. The 
fact then, more and more I thought that you know what? I was an unwanted 
person in this world, I had stupid things in my head thinking tKDWµORRNKRZFRPH
no-one even asked for me? How come no-one found me? 
Survivor 7 
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She further describes the impact of being let down by statutory services: 
 
In contrast, Survivor 3, whose forced marriage experience was more recent, 
explained that she told her school teacher that she was being forced into marriage. 
The teacher referred her to a school counsellor, who contacted a third sector 
womeQ¶Vorganisation in Scotland. For all of the women, it was only when they 
came to Scotland that they were either referred to, or made contact themselves 
with, WKLUGVHFWRUZRPHQ¶VRUJDQLVDWLRQV, and for the majority of them it was via a 
referral from a statutory service. In all of the cases, LWZDVWKLUGVHFWRUZRPHQ¶V
organisations that offered survivors long-term, effective support, and all the women 
spoke of the different organisations that they had been in contact with in the highest 
regard. 
Reasons for non-disclosure 
Survivor 5 did not disclose to anyone until she was in a crisis situation. Survivor 1 
discussed the concerns about confidentiality as a reason for non-disclosure: 
 
She also explained that there was a general view that problems should be kept 
within the family, and a view that women just had to tolerate whatever was 
happening to them: 
 
Many of the survivors did not contact statutory services for fear that they would not 
respond appropriately, because they did not think their situation warranted statutory 
intervention, or because they did not want to report their family to the authorities. 
Also, where survivors did engage with the statutory sector, at times the responses 
were inadequate and/or increased the risk to survivors, largely in England, but also 
in Scotland. However, for the majority of survivors it was through a referral from a 
At the time when I was going through all this I mean somebody could have put a 
VWRSWRLW«DOO6RPHERG\FRXOGKDYHVDYHGPHIURPJHWWLQJPDUULHG\RXNQRZ
and then when I was gone for a year, I mean somebody could have got me back 
DQGVDLGµ\RXNQRZZKDW"1R¶EXWMXVWQHYHUKDSSHQHG«,ZDVWKDWJLUOLQ>VRXWK
Asian country], getting beat up, crying, asking for help and no-RQHKHDUGPH« 
Survivor 7 
,WKRXJKWµtKHUH¶VQRZD\WKH\NQRZP\IDPLO\¶«,ZRXOGQ¶WJRWKHUH¶VQRZD\
you know, they would gossip about me or they would tell my mum where I am! 
Survivor 1 
%HFDXVHWKHYLHZJHQHUDOO\QRWMXVWLQP\IDPLO\LVWKDWLQIRUPDWLRQLVQ¶WNHSW
confidential, and that people might find out what has gone on and then people will 
WDONDQGLWORRNVEDGRQWKHIDPLO\6R,GRQ¶WWKLQN,ZRXOGKDYHDFFHVVHGDQ\
VHUYLFHV«,W¶VWKHZKROHQRWLRQRIZRPHQEHLQJVHHQDQGQRWKHDUGDQGQRW
having a voice and just gettLQJRQ«WRMXVWSXWXSZLWKLW 
Survivor 1 
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statutory service that they made contact with the third sector organisation, which 
did then result in them receiving help and support. 
6.2 Impact of forced marriage 
The impact of forced marriage on survivors was significant and key elements 
included negative outcomes for mental health, education and employment. The 
main positive outcome was that survivors were keen to ensure that their children 
would have the freedom to make important life choices such as marriage partners 
and education for themselves. 
Impact on mental health 
All the survivors discussed the impact of experiencing forced marriage on their 
mental health. For some the trauma led to quite serious mental distress. Many 
adopted coping mechanisms that involved transgressing parental boundaries, self-
harm, suicide ideation and eating disorders. For example, Survivor 1 developed an 
eating disorder to deliberately make herself ill: 
 
Survivor 8 also developed an eating disorder as her husband wanted her to be slim 
whilst at the same time wanting her to get pregnant: 
 
Survivor 5 also discussed in detail the negative impact of her forced marriage 
experience on her mental health, which appeared to develop into an eating disorder 
and depression: 
 
I would think, right, nobody wants to marry an ill woman. 
Survivor 1 
So, I was confused as to what he actually wanted because if he wanted me 
pregnant then I would need to make sure I looked after myself and ate properly, 
so, I ended up having an eating disorder while I was married to him because the 
only way that I could lose weight, that I could think of at the time was to not 
consume food. 
Survivor 8 
«WRZDUGVWKHHQGWKHUHZDVOLNHQROXQFKDWDOO«$QGLWZDVWKHVDPHZLWK
GLQQHU«%\WKLVSRLQW,ZDVgetting very, very lonely and depressed as well so 
P\PHQWDO«KHDOWKKDGGHWHULRUDWHGEHFDXVHDWVRPHSRLQW,ZDVWKLQNLQJWR
P\VHOIµOLNHZKDWH[DFWO\LVWKHSRLQWRIVWXG\LQJVRKDUGLIDWWKHHQGRIWKHGD\
\RX¶UHMXVWJRLQJWRWKURZLWDOODZD\",ZDVQ¶WJRLQJWRFODVVYHU\PXFK,ZDV
waking up at odd times of the day and going to sleep at odd times of the day. 
Survivor 5 
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She usually went home during the holiday periods, but she was so worried that her 
parents would proceed with the marriage ceremony that she contrived to stay in the 
UK over the Christmas holiday period, which led to an attempted suicide: 
 
It was only after many years of extreme violence that Survivor 4 escaped to 
Scotland and was put in touch with DZRPHQ¶Vorganisation that she realised that 
there was help available: 
 
She discussed how at the age of 15 she was taken abroad and forced to marry and 
ZDVWKHQOHIWWKHUHZLWKKHUKXVEDQG¶VIDPLO\6KHZDVIRUFHGWREHFRPHSUHJQDQW, 
and whilst pregnant with her second child her husband was killed. It was at this 
point, due to her severe mental ill health and suicidal ideation, that her parents 
finally came to take her back home to the UK: 
 
Even where the forced marriage experience had occurred many years in the past, 
long-term mental health impacts continued to manifest themselves. 
  
December was fast approaching, my mental health started going very, very bad as 
well and then I started getting suicidal as well, I was having suicidal thoughts at the 
WLPH« 
Survivor 5 
I sort of give up RQOLIH«,¶YHWULHGWRFRPPLWVXLFLGHVRPDQ\WLPHVEHFDXVH,VRUW
RIJLYHXSRQOLIH,GLGQ¶WNQRZWKHUHZDVKHOSRXWKHUHZKLFK,¶YHMXVWFRPHWR
6FRWODQG« 
Survivor 4 
<HDKEHFDXVH,ZDV«YHU\YHU\PHQWDOO\GLVWXUEHG«VRP\PXP«VDLGWRP\
father-in-ODZWKDWµ,¶PWDNLQJP\GDXJKWHUEDFNEHFDXVHVKH¶VYHU\GLVWXUEHGDQGif 
VKHVWD\VKHUHVKH¶OOSUREDEO\GLHKHUHVR,¶PWDNLQJKHU EDFN¶6RVKHEURXJKW
PHEDFN«,MXVWFRXOGQ¶WVWD\WKHUH,VDLGWRP\PXPµ\RX¶YHJRWWRWDNHPHRXWLI
\RXGRQ¶WWDNHPHRXW,¶OOMXVWNLOOP\VHOI¶6RP\PXPEURXJKWPHEDFN 
Survivor 4 
:KHQ,WKLQNEDFN,VWLOOJHWVFDUHGWKLQNLQJWKDWµRKP\JRGZLOOWKLVKDSSHQWR
PHDJDLQ"¶%XW,NQRZLWZRQ¶WEHFDXVH\RXFDQ¶Wget that thought of your head, 
WKHIDFWWKDW\RX¶YHEHHQWKURXJKLWDQG\RX¶YH«,KDYHQLJKWPDUHVVWLOODERXWLW,
mean I wake up shouting at night and you know sit there and cry because you 
GRQ¶WNQRZ\RXKDGQR-one to talk to at that time and you know, no-one to help 
you out. 
Survivor 7 
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Impact on education 
The impact on education was frequently discussed. This was in relation to girls 
being taken out of school and in cases where young women were permitted to 
study, this was within very prescribed and controlled circumstances, and with no 
prospects of being permitted to work post marriage. Survivors recognised the links 
between education and empowerment, or lack of empowerment where educational 
opportunities were denied: 
 
 
Survivor 8 was encouraged to complete her university education, but only because 
it would make her more eligible for marriage: 
 
Impact on parenting 
For those women with children, they discussed the impact their forced marriage 
experience had on how they raise and parent their own children. They discussed 
how they would give their children more choices and freedoms in their lives than 
they had experienced regarding friends, clothes, education and so on: 
Survivor 4 
<HDKLWXSVHWVPHµFDXVH,FDQ¶WUHDGZHOO,FDQUHDGEXW,FDQ¶W«VSHOO,FDQ¶W
write and it really hurts because I shoXOGQ¶WKDYHEHHQRXWRIVFKRRODWWKDWDJH
And even though we did go to school, we used to go to school for a day and then 
mum used to not let us go for weeks because at that time you could get away with 
LWWKH\>IDPLO\@VDLGµRK«0XVOLPJLUOVVKRXOGQ¶Wbe allowed to go to school 
EHFDXVHWKH\JHWFRPPXQLFDWLQJZLWKER\V«VRZHZDVQ¶WDOORZHGWRJRWRVFKRRO
as normal girls. 
Well, I was the first female in the family to go on to further education, so in that 
sense my family were supportive in pushing me into getting as high up the 
academic ladder as I possibly could, so I was the first in fact the first in the family 
to go to university, let alone the first female, so they definitely wanted me to finish 
my degree and I wanted to finish my degree as well, that was one of the 
conditions [of the marriage contract]. 
Survivor 8 
Yeah, I was at college, but they took me out of college, so I would try to go back to 
FROOHJHWKH\ZRXOGWDNHPHRXWGLGQ¶WZDQt me mixing. I was actually taken out of 
VFKRROZKHQ,ZDV«<HDKEHFDXVHWKH\GLGQ¶WZDQWPHWRKDYHDQ
education because that makes the women more empowered. 
Survivor 1 
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Whilst their own experiences of being forced to marry by their parents led the 
survivors to parent differently it also raised questions about not comprehending how 
their own parents could do that to them: 
 
 
Summary 
The eight survivors who took part in this study showed extraordinary resilience, 
courage and optimism despite experiencing severe abuse. The age range of when 
the forced marriage occurred was from 14-25; for five of the eight survivors the 
forced marriage was contracted, with one survivor being forced into marriage twice. 
For two of the eight women, the experience of forced marriage was recent or 
ongoing (within the last two years). All the survivors interviewed were South Asian. 
All the women received help only when they came to Scotland ± whether from 
abroad or another of the UK nations. It could be tentatively suggested that Scotland 
does have a better response to forced marriage than other parts of the UK, 
although some of the survivors were talking of experiences many years ago. The 
impact of forced marriage included mental health problems and survivors were 
frequently denied educational opportunities. On a more positive note, survivors¶ 
experiences of forced marriage had engendered more liberal attitudes to parenting 
than those that they had experienced.  
Survivors sought help from family and friends, and feared contacting agencies due 
to perceived confidentiality issues, family pressure, uncertainty about the 
appropriateness of response, and uncertainty about whether what had or was 
<HDK,WKLQN,¶PPRUHOLNH,ZDQWWKHPWRKDYHPRUHIUHHGRPWRKDYHWKDQ,GLG
\RXNQRZFKRLFHVRSWLRQVLW¶VPRUHQRWVR,GRQ¶WNQRZDXWKRULWDWLYHWRP\
FKLOGUHQ«,want [them] to understand that [they have] as much choices as 
[others]. 
Survivor 1 
Survivor 2 
,W¶V\RXUSDUHQWVexactly and then after having my own kids, I just think, how could 
WKH\GRWKDW",MXVWGRQ¶WXQderstand how they could do that. 
Survivor 4 
,¶YHJRWWZR>FKLOGUHQ@DQG,¶PQHYHUJRLQJWROHWWKHPJRWKURXJKZKDW,¶YHEHHQ
WKURXJK,¶PWU\LQJWRJLYHWKHPWKHFRQILGHQFH,¶PJRLQJWRJLYHWKHPthe 
confidence of marrying who they want and who they love and let them educate 
WKHPVHOYHVLQGRLQJZKDWWKH\ZDQW$QGWU\LQJ\RXNQRZ,¶PQHYHUJRLQJWRJHW
LQWKHZD\QHYHUDQG,¶PJRLQJWRWU\DQGOHWWKHPKDYHDQHGXFDWLRQZKDW,
GLGQ¶WKDYH 
Survivor 4 
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happening to them warranted agency involvement. Statutory service response was 
patchy and whilst positive in places, it was mostly inadequate. However, it must be 
reiterated that some of the women were reflecting on historic cases stretching back 
a couple of decades and, at times, referring to experiences that happened outside 
Scotland. Most of the women had had some contact with both statutory and third 
VHFWRUVSHFLDOLVWZRPHQ¶VVXSSRUWorganisations. Statutory sector agencies largely 
referred women to third sector services, and contact with latter was reported as 
extremely positive. 
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7: Conclusions and recommendations 
 
Recommendation 1: Develop an innovative programme of further 
public/community awareness-raising activity, to prevent forced marriage and to 
encourage increased reporting 
The survey found that reporting rates in Scotland are lower than might be 
anticipated, which indicates that increasing reporting rates should be a priority. In 
interviews with professionals and survivors, a lack of public awareness of forced 
marriage was cited as one of the key barriers to increasing reporting of forced 
marriage cases. Innovative public/community awareness raising activity that is 
directed at increasing understanding of forced marriage, and that also informs 
communities of what support is available and the consequences of using either civil 
and/or criminal legislation, is likely to be helpful in enabling victims of forced 
marriage to come forward. This might also be a useful intervention to prevent 
forced marriage from occurring. Police officers and social workers reported that 
communities are likely to be distrustful of such agencies, either because of negative 
prior experiences or negative perceptions of such agencies. 
Public awareness-raising activities need to be tailored to specific groups within 
practising communities (e.g. elders and parents or young people), and to take into 
account communities¶ experiences of dealing with statutory agencies. It is also 
important that the programme of awareness-raising activity is not restricted solely to 
minority ethnic community events, but also includes activity in other relevant 
settings, such as schools and colleges. Clearly, encouraging increased reporting 
needs to be accompanied by ensuring that agencies are able to respond 
appropriately to the potential increased demand for services. 
 
Recommendation 2: Develop further regular training on forced marriage for a 
range of professionals (including teachers, social workers, police officers, legal 
professionals and mental health practitioners), and ensure appropriate staff attend 
and the learning is cascaded and applied 
Alongside public awareness, another key barrier to responding to forced marriage 
was cited as an increased need for forced marriage training. This was found in the 
survey, policy analysis and in interviews with professionals. Perhaps more 
significantly, the survey results, policy analysis in some areas and interviews with 
some professionals suggest that a number of agencies and areas do not consider 
forced marriage a relevant issue for their organisation. Such a misconception is a 
clear barrier towards organisations identifying forced marriage as a training need, 
actively seeking to have their staff trained, encouraging attendance at training and 
proactively identifying training opportunities or creating their own in partnership with 
specialised, third sector organisations. 
Although training on forced marriage has been widely available in Scotland, the fact 
that this was reported as a gap, or that organisations do not see it as within their 
remit, suggests that increased training is desirable. Whilst interview participants 
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had a basic understanding of forced marriage, it was clear that many were unaware 
of how the forced marriage legislation works and their agencies role in responding 
to forced marriage. Further, the issues uncovered in this study relating to race 
anxiety need addressing via training. 
Multi-agency working was generally reported as positive. However, difficulties were 
also cited relating to the different priorities accorded to forced marriage and the 
impact of differential power relations within multi-agency settings. In some cases 
the expertise of relevant third sector organisations was not being harnessed as it 
might. However, specialist third sector organisations reported very good working 
relationships with the Police, although concerns were expressed that the creation of 
Police Scotland may detract from the local relationships already established. From 
the account of the one survivor interviewed in the study who had pursued the 
FMPO route, it is clear that whilst the police and mental health services had been 
excellent in this case, the search for a solicitor with the relevant knowledge and 
skills was problematic. 
It is therefore recommended that increased training for professionals in a multi-
agency setting be developed, and this training should be mandatory. The training 
should address the following: understanding of forced marriage as a process of 
manipulation and control; ZRUNLQJZLWKµUDFHDQ[LHW\¶; the complications of irregular 
immigration status; and the processes and implications of the available forced 
marriage legislation. Mandatory training for legal professionals is also 
recommended, as they are often not part of adult or child protection multi-agency 
fora. Senior staff should take responsibility for promoting this training, and ensuring 
appropriate staff attend and the learning is cascaded and applied. 
Further training is also indicated for staff in third sector organisations, some of 
whom reported offering mediation despite the multi-agency guidance being explicit 
that practitioners must never attempt mediation in cases of forced marriage. 
 
Recommendation 3: SXSSRUWWKHFRQWLQXHGGHYHORSPHQWRIVSHFLDOLVWZRPHQ¶V
sector organisations 
Of the 191 cases of forced marriage reported via the survey, it is noteworthy that all 
of these were reported by only 20 of the 109 respondents. This indicates that forced 
marriage cases are more likely to be brought to the attention of specific types of 
agencies, largely domestic abuse third sector agencies. However, this sector had 
the highest response rate (36 of the 54 surveyed responded) and so was well-
represented in the respondent sample. Only two minority ethnic third sector 
organisations reported having received cases of forced marriage between 2011 and 
2014, which might be explained by the fact that only 11 (out of 37 surveyed) 
responded. Despite the low proportion of schools who responded to the survey (54 
out of the 193 surveyed), schools still comprised a large proportion of the 
respondent sample, yet the number of cases reported by them is low. We were able 
to get data from only one social services area, and no police data has been made 
available. Hence, the reported cases are largely from the third sector and schools. 
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With these caveats, it is concluded that domestic abuse agencies clearly have a 
central role to play, and those agencies with specialist knowledge of forced 
marriage especially so.  
 
Recommendation 4: Support the development of forced marriage policy in local 
authority areas, in order to increase ownership and consistency of approach at a 
local policy level throughout Scotland 
Complementing the survey results, the majority of professionals interviewed had 
little direct experience of supporting victims of forced marriage, but those that did 
had developed greater skills and understanding of the issues. This was also 
reflected at a policy level where there were differing levels of ownership and 
maturity of forced marriage policy and where a focus on learning from forced 
marriage cases was identified as a means of improving responsiveness. It is clear 
from the interview material that the police are seen as the key statutory 
organisation, but this ownership needs to be extended to encompass other 
statutory agencies, particularly local authorities. In both the policy analysis element 
of the study and in interviews with professionals participants drew heavily from the 
Scottish Government multi-agency guidance on forced marriage rather than on their 
own formal, localised policy. At a policy level, it is recommended that all Protection 
Committees are supported to develop their forced marriage policy to ensure 
consistency across Scotland. 
 
Recommendation 5: Ensure that therapeutic and practical support is available to 
victims of forced marriage 
The survivor narratives emphasised that victims who contact agencies for help 
require support for historic forced marriage as well as recent or ongoing situations, 
and that different types of intervention may be required for these two groups. 
Alongside legal remedies for forced marriage, therapeutic and practical support is 
essential. There may be a danger in current cases, that by focussing on legal 
interventions, therapeutic and practical support may be overlooked. Survivor 
accounts in this study also illustrate that suicidal ideation, self-harm (as elsewhere 
e.g. Bhugra & Desai, 2002; Chantler et al, 2003), eating disorders and depression 
are outcomes of the process of being forced to marry. This emphasises the need 
for therapeutic and mental health support and, therefore, for raising awareness of 
the impact of forced marriage among mental health staff. 
 
Recommendation 6: Evaluate forced marriage interventions to develop better 
understandings of what types of forced marriage interventions work for whom 
A wide range of interventions are currently offered to support victims of forced 
marriage, most commonly one-to-one support, central to which is risk assessment 
and safety planning. Person-centred approaches were often utilised and the need 
for therapeutic and practical support was also highlighted. Scottish Government 
guidance makes it clear that mediation should not to be attempted in forced 
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marriage cases, but two third sector agencies offered mediation as they believed 
this was an effective intervention. In terms of the outcome of support offered, nearly 
half of survey respondents reported that support offered was effective but 32% 
were unsure whether the support offered was effective. 7KHVXUYLYRUV¶DFFRXQWV
and interviews with professionals demonstrate that each case of forced marriage is 
unique. However, it is possible to look across cases to identify commonalities which 
should be used as a basis of intervention. 
The Scottish Government multi-agency practice guidance offers detailed 
background information on forced marriage, the appropriate legal frameworks, 
µZDUQLQJVLJQV¶, µRQHFKDQFHUXOH¶DQGVSHFLILFDJHQF\JXLGDQFH+RZHYHUDV\HW, 
there is no specific forced marriage intervention and, as a substantial minority of 
organisations are unsure of the impact of support offered, it is recommended that 
forced marriage interventions be evaluated over a period of time, to develop better 
understandings of what types of forced marriage interventions work for whom. 
 
Recommendation 7: Address the issues the research identified in relation to 
implementing forced marriage legislation 
The findings show widespread support from professionals and survivors 
interviewed for civil remedies for dealing with Forced Marriage. A number of issues 
were identified with regard to the implementation of civil protection. These related to 
i) a ODFNRIFRQVHQVXVDERXWZKDWFRQVWLWXWHVµVXIILFLHQW¶HYLGHQFHWRMXVWLI\JUDQWLQJ
a Forced Marriage Protection Order; ii) the onus of responsibility being placed on 
the victim, particularly where the victim is an adult with capacity (see below); iii) 
confidentiality of the victim was not always being maintained. 9LFWLPV¶FRQFHUQV
about the potential for their whereabouts to be disclosed highlight the importance of 
HQVXULQJWKDWWKHYLFWLP¶VDGGUHVVLVQHYHUshared with family, friends or community 
members (e.g. by including it on the papers sent to the people against whom an 
FMPO is being made). This should be addressed in relevant guidance, protocols 
and training courses. 
In relation to criminalisation, most professionals interviewed thought it sent a strong 
message to the public that forced marriage was unacceptable in Scotland. 
However, some professionals (even those who supported criminalisation) also 
raised concerns about the potential for forced marriage to µgo underground¶ as 
victims would not wish to criminalise their families. It is too early to say whether this 
fear is justified and none of the professionals interviewed had been involved in 
cases involving criminal allegations of forced marriage. All survivors welcomed 
legal protection but most were not supportive of criminalisation. However, one 
survivor who had pursued an FMPO stated that criminal procedures should be 
used, but only as a last resort. 
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Recommendation 8: Strengthen the statutory guidance relating to the Forced 
Marriage etc. (Protection and Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Act (2011) to make explicit 
ORFDODXWKRULWLHV¶REOLJDWLRQVWRDFWLQall cases of Forced Marriage 
A key finding of the study relates to the need for a more robust response to adult 
victims of forced marriage who have capacity (i.e. who do not meet the criteria to 
trigger access to adult protection set out in The Adult Support and Protection 
(Scotland) Act 2007).  
Local authorities clearly have the power to act in relation to adults with capacity 
experiencing forced marriage, under the Relevant Third Party provisions in section 
three of the Forced Marriage etc. (Protection and Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Act 
(2011). The issue is that they do not, however, appear to be exercising these 
powers consistently.  
It is therefore recommended that the existing statutory guidance be strengthened, 
to make it clear that local authorities are obligated to provide support (legal or 
other) when any adult at risk of forced marriage is identified. Hence, should any 
adult (regardless of capacity) experiencing forced marriage contact the local 
authority for support, this should trigger appropriate protection under the Relevant 
Third Party provision. This should also apply if other agencies contact the local 
DXWKRULW\RQWKHDGXOW¶VEHKDOI Monitoring the impact of strengthening the guidance 
will aid future policy and legislative development.   
 
Recommendation 9: Improve record keeping of cases of forced marriage, as 
information about cases is key to developing learning and for future policy 
development 
Age and ethnicity were unknown for around a quarter and a fifth of cases 
respectively, and data from many other variables was missing indicating that better 
recording of cases is necessary. Consistency of recording across agencies will 
enable better use to be made of data for future research and policy development. 
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APPENDIX 1: TABLES 
These tables relate to Chapter 3: Level and profile of service use relating to forced 
marriage in Scotland 
 
Table 1: Survey recipients and respondents 
 N Received 
(% of those approached) 
N Responded 
(% of final sample) 
Secondary schools 193 (66%) 54 (50%) 
Domestic abuse orgs 54 (18%) 36 (33%) 
Minority ethnic orgs 37 (13%) 11 (10%) 
Gen. support orgs 9 (3%) 8 (7%) 
Total 293 (100%) 109 (100%) 
 
 
 
Table 2: Cases reported by study year and area 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 Total* 
Aberdeen City 4 (10%) 4 (10%) 4 (8%) 5 (9%) 17 (9%) 
Dundee 2 (5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (2%)  3 (2%) 
East Renfrewshire 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
Edinburgh 16 (38%) 17 (41%) 25 (48%) 17 (4%)  75 (39%) 
Glasgow City 17 (40%) 20 (49%) 17 (33%) 18 (32%) 72 (38%) 
Highlands 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
National sample 3 (7%) 0 (0%) 6 (12%)  15 (27%) 24 (13%) 
Total* 42 (100%) 41 (100%) 52 (100%) 56 (100%) 191 (100%) 
* Totals may not equal 100% due to rounding 
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Table 3: Victim demographics  Table 4: Case characteristics 
 N (%)   N (%) 
Gender 
    
 Male 0 (0%)   Threats 77 (56%) 
Age 
   Marriage contracted 60 (44%) 
 Under 16 14 (11%)  UK nationals (UKN)  
 16-17 years 18 (14%)   UKN to non-UKN 37 (48%) 
 18-21 years 36 (27%)   UKN to UKN 5 (6%) 
 22-25 years 38 (29%)   Other 35 (45%) 
 26-30 years 19 (14%)  Country of forced marriage  
 31+ years  8 (6%)   Scotland 13 (19%) 
Ethnicity 
   Other UK 6 (9%) 
 White 4 (3%)   Western Europe 1 (1%) 
 Black African 11 (8%)   Eastern Europe 1 (1%) 
 Black Caribbean  0 (0%)   Middle East 2 (3%) 
 Other Black 0 (0%)   Africa 6 (9%) 
 Pakistani 79 (55%)   Caribbean 0 (0%) 
 Bangladeshi 7 (5%)   Pakistan 25 (37%) 
 Indian 13 (9%)   Bangladesh 1 (1%) 
 Other Asian 8 (6%)   India 7 (10%) 
 Mixed race 1 (1%)   Other Asia 1 (1%) 
 Other ethnicity 20 (14%)   Other 4 (6%) 
* Totals may not equal 100% due to rounding  * Totals may not equal 100% due to rounding 
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APPENDIX 2: RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 
 
Survey 
Policy Analysis Template and Topic Guide 
Interview Schedule (Professionals) 
Topic Guide (Survivors) 
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Understanding Forced Marriage in Scotland Survey 
 
Participant Details 
 
8QLTXH,GHQWLILHU««««««««««««««« 
 
Organisation name: 
«««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««« 
 
The area/s of Scotland (relevant to our study) it covers (please tick):   
Aberdeen       City of 
Edinburgh      
 Dundee 
City 
 
East 
Renfrewshire    
 Glasgow City  Highland     
 
Other (please specify local authority area): 
««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««« 
 
Your role: 
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Section 1: The number and characteristics of cases 
 
1. Between January 2011 and December 2014, how many cases of forced 
marriage (threats or actual) were received by, reported to, or identified by your 
organisation each year? 
 
 
 
 
 
2. How does your organisation 
store this information? (Please tick 
all that apply) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. If this information is recorded, how are forced marriage cases categorised (e.g. 
µ)RUFHG0DUULDJH¶µ'RPHVWLF9LROHQFH¶µ+RQRXU-%DVHG&ULPH¶ etc)? (Please list 
all categories used if there are multiple) 
If your organisation received no reports of forced marriage between 2011 and 2014, 
please go directly to question 20. 
4. Of those cases of forced marriage reported to you between 2011 and 2014, how 
many were threats of forced marriage and how many were actual cases of 
forced marriage? (Please specify numbers for each) 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Threats     
Actual     
Unknown/Not 
sure 
    
 
5. Of those cases of forced marriage reported to you between 2011 and 2014, how 
many involved female victims and how many involved male victims? (Please 
specify numbers for each) 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Female victim     
2011  
2012  
2013  
2014  
'RQ¶WNQRZ  
No cases are reported 
to us 
 
On a database  
In paper files  
,WGRHVQ¶WVRMXVWIURP
memory) 
 
'RQ¶WNQRZ 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Male victim     
Unknown/Not 
sure 
    
 
6. What were the ages of victims in those cases of forced marriage reported to you 
between 2011 and 2014? (Please specify numbers for each) 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Under 16 years     
16-17 years     
18-21 years     
22-25 years     
26-30 years     
31+ years     
Unknown/Not 
sure 
    
 
7. Of those cases of forced marriage reported to you between 2011 and 2014, how 
many involved victims with disabilities? (Please specify numbers for each) 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Unknown/Not 
sure 
    
 
8. Of those cases of forced marriage reported to you between 2011 and 2014, how 
many involved issues regarding sexual orientation? (Please specify numbers for 
each) 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Unknown/Not 
sure 
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9. What was the ethnicity of victims in those cases of forced marriage reported to 
you between 2011 and 2014? (Please specify numbers for each) 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 
White Scottish     
White European     
White 
Gypsy/Traveller 
    
White Other     
Black African     
Black Caribbean     
Black Other     
Pakistani     
Bangladeshi     
Indian     
Other Asian     
Mixed race     
Other ethnicity  
(please specify) 
    
Unknown/Not sure     
 
10. Of those cases of forced marriage reported to you between 2011 and 2014, 
how many involved UK nationals? (Please specify numbers for each) 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 
UK nationals being 
forced to marry 
non-UK nationals 
    
UK nationals being 
forced to marry 
other UK 
nationals 
    
Other (Please 
specify) 
    
Unknown/not sure     
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11. Of those cases of forced marriage reported to you between 2011 and 2014, 
which of the following countries/areas were victims threatened to be or actually 
married in? (Please specify numbers for each) 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Scotland     
Other UK     
Western Europe     
Eastern Europe     
Middle East       
Africa     
Caribbean     
Pakistan     
Bangladesh     
India     
Other Asia      
Other     
Unknown/Not sure     
 
12. Of those cases of forced marriage reported to you between 2011 and 2014, 
who were those responsible for instigating the forced marriage? (Please specify 
numbers for each ± there can be multiple instigator categories per case) 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Parents     
Brothers or sisters     
Extended family 
(grandparents, 
uncles, cousins etc) 
    
Friends of the 
family 
    
Unknown/Not sure     
 
13. Of those cases of forced marriage reported to you between 2011 and 2014, 
was forced marriage always the initial reason for referral/reporting? If not, please 
state any other primary referral issues/presenting problems (e.g. domestic 
violence, mental health problems, eating disorders, self-harm) 
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14. Of those cases of forced marriage reported to you between 2011 and 2014, 
how many do you estimate were also reported to national specialist 
organisatLRQVVXFKDVWKH)RUFHG0DUULDJH8QLW)086FRWWLVK:RPHQ¶V$LG
domestic abuse helpline etc? 
2011:  2013:  
2012:  2014:  
1RWVXUH'RQ¶WNQRZ    
 
Section 2: How are cases identified and dealt with? 
 
15. Of those cases of forced marriage reported to you between 2011 and 2014, 
how were they identified/reported? (Please specify numbers for each) 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Self-referral     
Referral from 
YLFWLP¶VIDPLO\ 
    
Referral from 
YLFWLP¶VIULHQGV 
    
Referral from 
another 
agency/organisation 
    
Identified by your 
organisation  
(e.g. through 
community 
outreach or during 
assessment) 
    
Other (please 
specify) 
    
1RWVXUH'RQ¶W
know 
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16. When forced marriage cases are reported, how do you (as an organisation) 
respond to them? (Please tick all that apply) 
One-to-one support  
Temporary safer accommodation/refuge  
Group-based support  
Mediation  
Financial aid  
Legal aid  
Other intervention work (please specify)  
Referral/signpost to other agencies or organisations  
Community-based prevention work/awareness raising  
Offering professional training on forced marriage  
Other (please specify)  
1RWVXUH'RQ¶WNQRZ  
No cases reported  
 
17. Is your organisation able to provide support to all reported cases of forced 
marriage or is there a waiting list to receive support? (Please tick just one 
option) 
All cases are offered support  
Some cases are offered support but some go on a 
waiting list 
 
Some cases are offered support but others are referred 
on 
 
All cases are referred on  
There is no process in place for dealing with cases  
1RWVXUH'RQ¶WNQRZ  
Not applicable 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18. Would you say the support provided is successful in addressing the issues 
raised by the victims of forced marriage (threatened or actual)? (Please tick just 
one option) 
Support is successful in all cases  
Support is successful in some cases  
Support is successful in one or two 
cases 
 
Support is not successful  
1RWVXUH'RQ¶WNQRZ  
Not applicable  
 
19. If support is provided to victims of threatened forced marriage, how often is 
this support successful in preventing an actual forced marriage from taking 
place? (Please tick just one option) 
Successful in all cases  
Successful in some cases  
Successful in one or two 
cases 
 
Successful in no cases  
1RWVXUH'RQ¶WNQRZ  
Not applicable  
 
20. Within your service/organisation is the option of an FMPO (Forced Marriage 
Protection Order) ever discussed with the victims of threatened forced 
marriage? (Please tick just one option) 
Yes, successfully  
Yes, but rarely successfully  
Yes, but never successfully  
No  
1RWVXUH'RQ¶WNQRZ  
Not applicable  
 
21. When forced marriage cases are reported to you, which other agencies or 
organisations do you inform/refer on to (if any)? (Please list in order of frequency 
± most common to least common) 
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Section 3: Staff understanding of forced marriage  
 
22. How confident do you personally feel in identifying cases of forced marriage? 
(Please tick just one option) 
Very confident  
Somewhat confident  
Not very confident  
Not at all confident  
1RWVXUH'RQ¶WNQRZ  
 
23. How confident do you feel in knowing how to respond to cases of forced 
marriage? (Please tick just one option) 
Very confident  
Somewhat confident  
Not very confident  
Not at all confident  
1RWVXUH'RQ¶WNQRZ  
 
24. Do you feel there are adequate training, policies and processes (including 
multi-agency protection processes) in place to help you understand how to 
identify and respond to forced marriage in your role? (Please tick just one option 
for each column) 
 Training Policies Processes 
Yes    
No    
1RWVXUH'RQ¶W
know 
   
Not applicable    
 
25. ,I³<HV´ZKDWWUDLQLQJSROLFLHVDQGSURFHVVHVDUHLQSODFH" 
 
26. ,I³1R´KRZGR\RXWKLQNWKLVFRXOGEHLPSURYHG" 
 
Please feel free to add any further comments you may have below. 
 
Would you be willing for us to contact you in the event we have questions regarding 
any of your responses? (Please tick)     
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YES               NO     
,Iµ<HV¶SOHDVHHQWHU\RXUSUHIHUUHGcontact details below. 
Thank you for your time. You contribution is extremely useful. 
 
Further information about forced marriage can be found overleaf. 
Scotland-based organisations that can help with forced marriage are listed at: 
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Justice/law/forced-marriage 
Forced Marriage Unit 
Email: fmu@fco.gov.uk  
Telephone: 020 7008 0151 
From overseas: +44 (0)20 7008 0151 
Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm  
Out of hours: 020 7008 1500 (ask for the Global Response Centre) 
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Template for Policy Analysis of Local Area Documentation 
Area: 
Existence of Policy Statement 
relevant to FMPOs 
 
Roles/actions specified for: Child and 
Adult Protection Committee 
 
Roles/actions specified for: Public 
Protection Committee 
 
Roles/actions specified for 
Community Safety Partnership 
 
Roles/actions specified for: MARAC  
Roles/actions specified for: Violence 
Against Women Partnership 
 
Alignment of Policy Statements(s) 
with Scottish Government Statutory 
Guidance  
 
Consistency of Local Policy 
Statement(s) 
 
Lead Individual(s) identified and role 
specified 
 
Content/alignment of Policy 
Statements 
 
Designated person for promoting 
awareness 
 
Designated person for developing 
and updating policies 
 
Designated person for case handling, 
monitoring and recording 
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Referral and accountability 
statements 
 
Monitoring cases ± nature and 
outcome 
 
,QIRUPDWLRQIRUVWDIIRQµRQHFKDQFH
FKHFNOLVW¶ 
 
Information for staff on safety and 
protection 
 
Information provided for staff on legal 
context for tackling Forced Marriage 
 
Definitions of Forced Marriage 
provided for staff 
 
Information on effective 
multi/interagency working and 
information sharing  
 
Use of Scottish Govt MA Guidelines  
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Interview schedule ± Forced Marriage Leads or Child Protection/Adult 
Protection Committee Leads within each case study area 
 
Purpose of interviews: to explore progress/challenges in implementing national and 
local policies/multi-agency working, relationship between statutory and voluntary 
sectors. 
 
Background of individual: 
x Role (including leadership of multi-agency partnerships) 
x Length of time in post 
 
Forced Marriage within local multi-agency structures (explore barriers and 
facilitators) 
x Formal discussion of Forced Marriage and local responses? 
x Where have cases been discussed locally? 
x Do you know who the FM leads are in your area? 
x Relationship between FM leads and Protection Committee lead?  
x Routes into multi-agency structures? 
x Membership of multi-agency structures? 
x Key players/sleeping partners? 
x Examples of good multi-agency working? 
x Examples of less well embedded multi-agency working? 
x Relationship between statutory and third sector organisations?  
x Shared training? 
x Shared definitions? 
x Shared operation of mandatory action? 
 
Perception of Forced Marriage as a priority within the context of child/adult 
protection and violence against women? 
 
Perceptions of Forced Marriage as a mature/fully embedded set of policies 
and practices 
 
What more needs to be done? 
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Interview Schedule ± Professionals 
Questions  Probes 
1. What is your role? 
2.  Geographic location 
3. Type of agency 
Length in role? 
Topic 1: Knowledge of Forced Marriage 
1. What is your understanding of the term forced 
marriage?  
i.e. difference between forced 
and arranged/lack of 
consent/duress/knowledge of SG 
guidelines etc.  
4. What do you consider to be the warning signs 
for a possible forced marriage incident?  
 
5. In which communities do you think FM is an 
issue? Why?  
 
  
Topic 2: Experience of Dealing with FM 
1. Do you know if your organization has a policy 
on FM? 
If yes, what is it? 
2. Can you describe the work, if any, your 
organisation does in relation to FM?   
 
3. What do you think your role is, if any, in 
tackling forced marriage/supporting victims of 
forced marriage? 
 
4. Have you ever dealt with a FM incident/case? If yes, probe about this ± details 
DQGRXWFRPHV« 
5. Do you feel confident dealing with FM cases?   
6. What support does your organisation offer?  i.e. interventions offered, onward 
referral ... 
7. How would your organisation handle a case 
of FM?  
Would they refer? Who are they 
most likely to refer to? Reasons 
for onward referral.  
8. What barriers do you/your organisation 
experience in working with victims of FM?  
i.e. sufficient knowledge and 
training, fears of being labelled 
culturally insensitive, 
organisation support/mandate to 
act.  
9. How do you try to overcome these barriers?   
10. What is your experience of multi-agency 
working re: forced marriage? 
 
  
  Topic 3: Interventions 
1. The SG introduced FMPO in 2011/12. Do you 
know about this approach? How comfortable do 
you feel about interpreting/using the guidance if 
you had to deal with a FM incident/case?  
 
2. In what circumstances would other legal 
interventions be used? What might these be?  
i.e. staff attitudes to FMPO 
(regarding the 
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practicalities/feasibility of FMPO) 
vs other forms of legal 
redress/interventions. 
3. Would you routinely inform victims of FMPO? 
What have their reactions been to this?   
  
4. What kind of impact, if any, has this had on 
your work with victims of FM?  
Has it improved it; created more 
barriers such as legal costs and 
reluctance to prosecute family 
members.  
5. What are the limitations of FMPO in your 
view?  
&RVWVYLFWLPV¶DWWLWXGHVWR
FMPO, staff attitudes to FMPO 
(regarding the practicalities of 
FMPO). 
6. What are the strengths of FMPO in your 
view?   
 
7. What do you think accounts for the relatively 
low number of FMPOs (n=12) over the last four 
years? 
 
8. The SG created a specific criminal offence of 
forcing someone to marry which came into effect 
in Sep 2014. What do you think of this?  
 
9. Has this impacted on your work with victims 
of FM?  
Increased/decreased number of 
victims coming 
forward/increased awareness of 
FM/increased staff confidence. 
10. What kinds of intervention do you think work 
best with victims of forced marriage? 
 
  
Topic 4: Improvement/Way Forward 
1. Based on your experience, what do you think 
is required to better respond to FM? 
Legislation, third sector support, 
better resources, training, 
awareness raising amongst 
young people around their 
options and protection, changing 
attitudes of families and 
communities.  
:KDWDUH\RXUDQG\RXURUJDQLVDWLRQ¶VQHHGV
in better dealing with FM?  
More training/better awareness 
and education of the issues. 
3. As part of this study, we will be interviewing 
survivors of FM ± would it be possible for you to 
put us in touch with any survivors please, if it is 
safe to do so?  
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Forced Marriage Survivor Topic Guide  
 
Thanks for agreeing to talk with me / Consent form/confidentiality.  
Demographic data:  
$JH 
(WKQLFLW\ 
&LWL]HQVKLS 
(PSOR\PHQWVWXGHQW 
'LVDELOLW\ 
0DULWDO5HODWLRQVKLS6WDWXV 
Understanding and Experience of Forced Marriage  
1) Can you tell me something of what the term forced marriage means to you?  
2) By agreeing to take part in the interview, you have identified yourself as a 
victim/survivor of forced marriage. Please can you tell me what happened/ or is 
currently happening?  
[prompts: role of family ± immediate and wider family and wider community]  
3) What was your relationship with your parent(s) before the experience of forced 
marriage?...and after?  
4) Did siblings have similar experiences?  
Impact of and Coping with Forced Marriage  
5) How did it/does it affect you?  
(Prompts: education, employment, family relationships, wider social networks, 
emotional impact)  
6) How did you/do you cope with that?  
Disclosure and Help-seeking  
7) Who did you first tell about your experience of forced marriage? e.g.   
)ULHQGV 
)DPLO\ 
+HOSLQJDJHQF\HJFROOHJHXQLYHUVLW\YROXQWDU\DJHQF\" 
3ROLFHVFKRROVWDIIKHDOWKFDUHZRUNHUVRFLDOZRUNHU 
5HOLJLRXVRUJDQLVDWLRQ 
2WKHU 
8) If you asked for help from family/friends or an organisation, can you tell me about 
your experience of asking for help? (prompts: what happened after you told the first 
person? E.g. onward referral? Did you receive the help you wanted? Difference 
between help from family/friends and more formal support )    
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,I\RXGLGQ¶WDVNIRUKHOSIURPDQ\RQH± (friends, family or organisation) - please 
can you say why you decided not to?  Interventions (Civil and criminal legislation)  
10) In 2011, the Scottish Government introduced civil legislation to protect victims 
of forced marriage. One of the main parts of this was the Forced Marriage 
Protection Order.   
Have you heard of a FMPO? Did anyone mention a FMPO to you? (prompts: Was it 
explained what it was? / How it could be used?) Explain what an FMPO is if 
necessary. 
11) Did you take out an FMPO?  
- If yes, was it helpful?  
- If no, why not?  
12) What are your views on FMPOs?   
13) The Scottish Government created a specific criminal offence of forcing 
someone to marry which came into effect in September 2014 and this can be used 
at the same time as FMPOs.   
What are your views on this? (prompts e.g. if your experience of forced marriage 
was before 2014, would criminalisation have affected where or what support you 
might have considered?)  
Improving Interventions  
15) Can you tell whether existing support available to survivors of forced marriage 
meets their needs?   
16) What could be improved?  
17) What else would have helped you or other family members?  
,VWKHUHDQ\WKLQJHOVH\RX¶GOLNHWRVD\" 
Thank participant for their time, check whether further support is required, give 
debrief sheet etc.   
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How to access background or source data 
 
The data collected for this social research publication cannot be made available by 
the Scottish Government for further analysis because it is not held by the Scottish 
Government. 
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